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This timeline demonstrates how activities at the Aleza Lake Experiment Station interrelated with local, 

regional, and international affairs over time.   
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The Aleza Lake Experiment Station was initiated in 1924.  A period of relatively unbroken forest 

research activity and infrastructure development occurred at the experiment station until the early 

1930’s, when research activities gradually ceased.     Please see Ralph Schmidt’s History of the Aleza 

Lake Experiment Station for a more complete summary of the activities and personnel at the 

Experiment Station for this period.  Please also see An Early History of the Research Branch, British 

Columbia Ministry of Forests for a general timeline of Research Branch developments, and full 

biographies on key Aleza Lake Research Station personnel. 

Note on local terminology: the stretch of railway running east from Prince George to McBride is 

known as the East Line, or the Upper Fraser Valley region.  The community of Aleza Lake is found 

along the East Line.  The Aleza Lake Experiment Station is situated approximately 1 km southeast of 

the community of Aleza Lake (See Appendix 1).       

 

1) Brief Explanation of the British Columbia Forest Branch’s 

Inception and Organization. 

  In 1912 the British Columbia Forest Branch was a section of the Department of Lands in the 

Ministry of Agriculture.  From its inception, the Forest Branch was independent of federal ministries (the 

Dominion Forest Service).  The Forest Branch would later become the British Columbia Forest Service 

in 1945.  

The British Columbia Forest Branch was a borrowed concept.  Its conservationist agenda, 

administrative structures, and forest policies were largely taken from American and European 

predecessors and were then tailored to suit the specific obstacles British Columbia offered.  The four 

most unique challenges facing the Forest Branch in these early years were 1) the personnel were very 

few and untrained, 2) the forest were massive, 3) the resource economy was undeveloped in everyway, 

4) the existing forest industry was virtually unregulated.  These four factors combine to create a 

management task which was not comparable to anything in the United States or Europe at the time 
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(with the exception of Russia).  The 1913 Forest Branch annual report comments on the challenge of 

implementing a US-style administration system on British Columbia’s forest: 

 “The average administration unit there (in the US) is 140 000 acres, a Ranger District is 
comprised of 140 000 acres, and an average patrol district comprised of 60, 000 acres.  The 
need for such an intensive system of administration and protection will not arise in British 
Columbia for many years, but it is needless to point out that a ranger cannot possibly work in a 
district comprised of several million acres.1 

 

Throughout this era, it is widely acknowledged by a number of sources that the Forest Branch was far 

too understaffed to effectively regulate the quickly developing forest industry.  A section of the 1923 

Forest Branch annual shows how one Forest Branch fieldsman was responsible for managing 4-5  

times more area than a US Federal Service employee, 7-8 times more area than an Indian forest 

service employee, and over 10 times more area than a European service patrolman.2 It should be 

noted that the aforementioned statistics demonstrate that the Forest Branch would have been 

incapable of physically patrolling and regulating all of British Columbia’s forests, which wasn’t the case.  

The forest industries that developed in the central interior and southern parts of British Columbia were 

mostly concentrated in the vicinity of major rivers, railways, road networks (which were few), and beach 

fronts: the bulk of British Columbia’s forest lands were not developed.  So the actual management 

situation was probably less dramatic than the Forest Branch portrayed, as Gordon Hak notes in Capitol 

and Labor in British Columbia’s Forest Industry.   

Regardless, the Forest Branch was not a large organization.  The enrollment of new Forest 

Branch personnel did rise steadily from over 300 employees in 1920 to over 500 in 1930 (roughly half 

of forestry branch employees were temporary).  However, even these annual increases were small 

compared with the quick rate of growth that the British Columbia forest industry experienced in these 

early years.  During the depression the Forest Branch would be reduced to roughly three hundred 

personnel by 1935. 

                                                 
1 Anon. British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report.  (Victoria: William H. Cullen Printing. 1913).  D50.   
2 Anon. British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report.  (Victoria: William H. Cullen Printing. 1923).  E9.   
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The Forest Branch was administered from Victoria where the Forester-in-Charge resided with 

his assistants.  For management purposes British Columbia was broken into provincial administrative 

districts and each region was managed by a District Forester. The number of districts varied over the 

years.  For example, there were eight provincial forest districts in 1920, nine provincial forest districts in 

1930, and only six during the midst of the depression in 1935.  Throughout this era (1905-1937) the 

Prince George Forest District had its administrative headquarters in the city of Prince George, where 

the District Forester and Assistant District Forester presided over regional affairs.  The Prince George 

Forest District fluctuated over the years, but at one point is said to have encompassed an area that 

extended north to Fort Nelson, east to Valmont, south to Quesnel, and west as far as Fort Fraser.   

Greater provincial districts were then broken into scores of smaller sub-districts called Ranger 

Districts.  The forest ranger staff consisted of rangers and assistant rangers, who patrolled their 

designated territory in order to enforce forest policies upon a wide range of forest related activities 

(particularly industrial).  The Aleza Lake Ranger District would become Ranger District No. 8 and its 

main office—known as a ranger station—was located approximately 1 km away from Aleza Lake 

Experiment Station camp.  Close connections were maintained between the Experiment Station staff 

and the ranger station personnel during every active research era.  Sometime between 1935 and 1952 

the ranger station at Aleza would become directly administrated from a ranger district headquarters in 

Prince George, which was located in the same building that the UNBC annex is currently housed in.    

When the Aleza Lake Experiment Station was created in 1924, it fell under the jurisdiction of the 

Forest Branch.  In 1927 the Aleza Lake Experiment Station became administrated by the Research 

Branch, which was a newly created division within the Forest Branch. The Forest Branch would later 

become the British Columbia Forest Service in 1945 (see Aleza Lake section for detailed account).   
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Chief Foresters in Charge of the British Columbia Forest Branch 1920-1940.   

(The following section identifies a few of Forest Branch personnel during this era).  

P.Z. Caverhill.  

(1919-20). Chief Forester-in-Charge of the British Columbia Forestry Branch.  

C.D. Orchard.   

(1929?-1935).  Chief Forester-in-Charge of the British Columbia Forestry Branch. 

E.C. Manning. 

(1935-1940). Chief Forester-in-Charge of the British Columbia Forestry Branch.  

 

District Foresters 1920-1940. 

C.D. Orchard. 

(1920?-1929?)  Forester-in-Charge of the Prince George District. 

E.E. Greg. 

(1929?-?)  Forester-in-Charge of the Prince George District. 

S.E. Marling. 

(1932?-?) Assistant Forester-in-Charge of the Prince George District. 

 

Forest Rangers Aleza Lake. 

Ray Sansom. 

 Assistant ranger. 1925-27.   

J.K. Frost  

Ranger. ?-1932>. 
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2) Provincial Economy and the Development of Forest Policy. 
 

 

 Pre-1905. Provincial Timber Economy. British Columbia’s forest industry is undeveloped and 

unregulated, similar to other resource based industries. As a result, British Columbia’s gross revenues 

are low and the province is nearly bankrupt3.  A timber license system did exist; however, the leases 

were sort term (four years) and did not attract a lot of investment.  Formal administrative bodies for 

resource management, like the Forest Branch, do not yet exist at this point. In 1903 the British 

Columbia Conservative Party, led by Richard Mc Bride, wins a landslide victory over Liberal opponents.  

MacBride would continue to command the majority of popular vote throughout his reign as premier of 

British Columbia (1916). During this period, conservative mandates were generally directed towards 

building British Columbia’s economy and social systems.  A few of the notable aspects of the 

conservative platform included raising new taxes;  decreasing government spending;  building new 

railways; creating a provincial university.   

 

1905.  Provincial Timber Economy. The timber license policy is revamped, which allows for the 

development of forest resources in southern British Columbia while developing an important new 

revenue stream to assist the development of British Columbia’s socio-economic infrastructure. “New 

provincial legislation allows for the conception of long term 21 year Timber Licenses [each license 

encompassed 259 hectares]…These new tenures solved two problems, providing the government on 

the one hand with immediate income from renewal fees, even though the timber might be held 

speculatively, and on the other, assuring a fair income in the future when the timber was cut…in the 

next three years 13000 were sold.  They were taken up with enthusiasm…many of the future giants of 

the industry…took part in the stampede to stake licenses”.4 This new legislation initiated the first timber 

                                                 
3 Robinson, A.B. Witch Hunt in the B.C. Woods.  (Kamloops: Sagebrush Publishing, 1995.)  27. 
4 Drushka, Ken. Tie Hackers to Timber Harvesters.  (Toronto: Harbor Publishing, 1998). 58. 
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staking boom in the coastal region and southern interior of British Columbia.  There was a huge influx 

of investment and personnel from all over the world.  Perhaps most notably, many entrepreneurs came 

from U.S. lumber areas such as California, Idaho, and Michigan (Drushka, 58).  Ken Bernsohn says 

that a lot of American lumber corporations rushed to British Columbia because US woodlands had been 

regulated the same year by the US Forest Service, which resulted in the “withdrawal of 170 million 

acres for national forests.  So they [Americans] moved north because British Columbia didn’t yet 

impose these types of industrial restrictions”.5 

 

1909.  Forest Policy. Many sources note that the emerging British Columbia forest industry on the 

southern British Columbia coast and in the interior regions was inefficient and wasteful.  “In 1909 the 

B.C. forest industry was out of hand.  In the legislature, the Opposition claimed that British Columbia 

would soon run out of timber.  Conservationists looked at what happened in Maine and Michigan and 

demanded that the government stop history from repeating itself.  New stories implied that the 

government was for sale; just like the forest…A Royal Commission was named by Premier Mc Bride to 

make suggestions on how to control the wasteful and unregulated industry.  In the Fulton Report, the 

commissioner’s recommend that companies be fined for wastefulness, competitive bidding for timber 

set up, and, above all, a provincial Forest Service be set up in order to police the forest industry”.6 

 

1910.  Provincial Timber Economy. “The [BC] mining industry was in trouble, as was agriculture.  The 

financial sector was about to be traumatized by the collapse of Dominion Trust Company in Vancouver.  

Labor unrest was mounting, spurred on by intolerable working conditions in most of the province’s 

mines…the province polarized into hostile camps of capital and labor…the one economic bright spot 

was the forest industry”.7 

                                                 
5 Bernsohn, Ken.  Cutting Up the North: The History of the Forest Industry in the Northern Interior.  

(Vancouver: Hancock House Publishers Ltd.  1984). 11. 
6 Bernsohn, Ken.  Cutting Up the North. 5 
7 Drushka. Tie Hackers.  34. 
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1910-12.  Provincial Timber Economy.  Commercial logging starts along the central interior East Line 

in the form of railway tie cutting. 

 

1911-1914.  Provincial Timber Economy/ Forest Policy. The timber speculation boom slows in 

southern British Columbia as the result of the implementation of the new Forest Act, which proposes 

the creation of a Forest Service. 

 

1912.  Forest Policy.  The British Columbia Forest Branch, a department in the Ministry of Agriculture, 

is formed in order to monitor and manage forest resources: “The current situation calls urgently for a 

forest policy that will encourage the development of a greater lumber industry in British Columbia along 

lines which will provide for the prompt utilization of mature timber and for safeguarding of the forest 

against unnecessary waste, and which will ensure good crop in logged off land”8. The Forest Branch 

introduced a more comprehensive method for allocating timber resources:   “Rights to crown timber 

were now to be sold by public competition following a timber cruise and evaluation by the Forest 

Branch—a system that would avoid timber staking rushes9”.  

 

1912.  Transportation Development.  The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway is being built eastward from 

Prince Rupert, but has not yet gone through the Prince George district.  A significant commercial 

logging industry hasn’t been developed in the central interior at this point (with the exception of railway 

tie cutting) due to a lack of an effective transportation infrastructure. 

 

1913.  Transportation Development.  The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway is built through the Prince 

George District, connecting Prince George to both the western port of Prince Rupert and eastern 

                                                 
8 Anon. British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report.  (Victoria: William H. Cullen Printing. 1912). 5.   
9 Parminter, John. From Timber to Biodiversity. Forest History Today. (Fall 2000).13. 
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Canadian transportation routes. This marks the beginning of commercial spruce logging in the central 

interior region (see East Line economic section). 

 

1916-1918. Forest Policy.  “Even after the creation of a forest service, there was no restriction on the 

amount of timber harvested in the interior.  The government did not regulate annual harvests and the 

industry made no attempt, individually or collectively, to restrain itself.  The industry, despite the 

conservationist sentiments of many of its members, was founded upon the old principle of “cut and get 

out”10.   

 

1920.  International Trade.  Water borne trade: The bulk of British Columbia’s lumber is exported to 

Australia (32 218 155 f.b.m.) and Great Britain (61, 217, 805 f.b.m.).  More timber is respectively 

exported to China (14 911 232 f.b.m), Japan (5 990 266 f.b.m.), Indian (5 385 268 f.b.m.), and South 

Africa (7 880 583 f.b.m.), than to the United States (4 162, 845 f.b.m.) whose purchases of timber from 

British Columbia are roughly equivalent to those of New Zealand (4 159 099 f.b.m.).  Total water borne 

lumber exports: 146 000 000 f.b.m.)11. 

 

1921. International Trade.  Water borne trade:   Japan (+ 41 000 000 f.b.m.), Australia (27 275 928 

f.b.m.), Great Britain (+ 52 000 000 f.b.m), and the United States (+ 25 000 000 f.b.m.) are the four top 

consumers of British Columbia timber.  “Of greater interest [than other export increases] is the increase 

in United States Coastal Trade”.  Total Water Borne Exports:  +188 000 000 board feet12. 

 

1922.  International Trade.  Water borne export:  Trade with the United States triples to over 85 000 

000 f.b.m.  Trade with Australia doubles to 56 000 000 f.b.m.  Trade with Japan and China remained 

                                                 
10 Drushka.  Tie Hackers to Timber Harvesters. 77 
11 1920 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 2. 
12 1921 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 2. 
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stable, however, exports to the U.K. drop off dramatically, from over 50 000 000 f.b.m. to less than 12 

000 000 f.b.m.  Total water borne exports: 273 346 800 f.b.m13.  

 

1923.  International Trade.  Water borne export:  Lumber trade with the United States sees a 400 % 

increase to over 248 000 000 f.b.m.  Trade with Japan sees a 45 % increase to over 105 000 000 f.b.m.  

Total water borne exports:  521 707 132 f.b.m.14 

 

1924.  International Trade.  Water Bourne exports:  Trade with Japan Falls to roughly 79 000 000 

f.b.m., but trade with U.K. rises by over 50 %, and trade with the U.S.A. increases to over 300 000 000 

f.b.m.  Total water borne exports:  531 262 318 f.b.m.15  “From the standpoint of production the year 

1924 showed a satisfactory record…Market conditions, however, were far from satisfactory and 

remained weak…The fact that 2, 500, 000, 000 f.b.m. of our stumpage was manufactured and put on 

the market at a price that returned little more than the price of manufacturing and marketing is a 

question that concerns not only the industry itself, but all users of lumber products”16.  

 

1920-1924.  International Trade. British Columbia’s volume of international lumber exports 

dramatically increase during this period, however, the price of lumber generally decreases.  As a result, 

a large portion of the provincial lumber industry is basically working at cost. 

 

1924.  Forest Research. “The business of forestry works on so narrow a profit margin that it is 

necessary to ensure the most economical means of ensuring continuous production.  The solution for 

this problem is forest research.  It must be noted that the key-note of forestry is lumber production, 

                                                 
13 1922 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 6. 
 
141923 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 7. 
 
 
15 1924 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 7. 
16 1924 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 2. 
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and that future production from young stands is just as important as production from the present mature 

commercial stands.  There is far too strong a tendency among public and operators towards taking only 

present production into account without due regard for future needs”.17 

 

1924.  Forest Research. The Aleza Lake Experiment Station was in its initial stage of development.  

The Experiment Station was created with the aim of ensuring long term economic stability for British 

Columbia’s developing spruce-balsam forest industry.  The experiment station had two main objectives:  

1) To demonstrate sustained yield forestry at a practical level.   

2) To conduct research, especially of factors influencing natural regeneration after logging.18   

The general idea and design for the experimental forest was, again, based upon pre-existing American 

models.  Regardless, the instillation of the demonstration sustained yield research forest was a very 

progressive notion for British Columbia Forestry.  For example, it is said that during the early 1920’s 

British Columbia’s own Chief Forester, P.Z. Caverhill, “ridiculed the idea of sustained yield in British 

Columbia, arguing that “as long as we had more old growth timber than the mills could use there was 

no excuse, or function, for sustained yield forest management”19. 

 

1880-1924. Forest Research. “Sustained-yield thinking was part of the broader conservation 

movement that swept North America after the 1880s.  It was based on the belief that scientifically 

based, rational forestry was possible, that the power of science applied to the forest resource would 

generate higher yields, perpetual growth, and increased profits…the conservation movement was not 

anti-business”.20 

 

                                                 
17 1924 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual Report. 5. 
18 Schmidt, Ralph.  The History of the Aleza Lake Experiment Station.  (Victoria: British Columbia 

Research Branch.  1994). 2.  
19 Hak, Gordon.  Capital and Labor in the British Columbia Forest Industry: 1934-74.  (Vancouver: UBC 

Press. 2007.) 42. 
20 Hak. Capital and Labor. 45. 
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1925.  International Trade.  The export of forest products this year exceeds all previous records.  

However, “prices were unsatisfactory and rather lower than 1924.  There can be little doubt that this 

condition was partially due to the great anxiety on the part of operators to book business plans and 

keep plants running to capacity even at low costs below cost of production…It cannot be too strongly 

emphasized that low prices are conducive to waste of low grade material and tend to retard the 

introduction of forestry practice”21.  

 

1926.  International Trade.  “Taken as a whole, then, 1926 has marked considerable progress [in 

Forest industry work in British Columbia], the one discordant note being the price received for lumber, 

which again showed a decline without a corresponding reduction in cost.  This situation is not healthy, 

and I would again urge that it needs the careful thought of every person interested in the future of 

British Columbia’s premier industry”22. 

 

1927.  Forest Research. The Research Branch of the British Columbia Forest Branch is created.  The 

Research Branch is dedicated to sustained yield forest research.  P.M. Barr becomes the inaugural 

Forester-in-Charge of the Research Branch.  

 

1928.  International Trade.  “Commercially it may be reported that the cut and trade in forests 

products reached new heights, and the prices received, if not all that could be desired, were a marked 

improvement over 1927”.23 

 

1928-1938. International Trade. The British tie to the Soviet lumber trade is curtailed as a result of 

growing international political pressure.  This results in a vastly increased reliance on Canadian timber 

for the UK.  British demand for Canadian lumber would increase by 59% between 1929 (+271 000 000 

                                                 
21 1925 B.C. Forest Branch Annual. 1. 
22 1926 B.C. Forest Branch Annual. 1. 
23 1928 B.C. Forest Branch Annual. 5. 
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b.f.m.) and 1933 (+666 000 000 b.f.m.)24.  The amount of lumber shipped to Australia quadrupled 

between 1928 and 1938, and shipments to South Africa doubled.  The increase in lumber exports to 

Britain is significant, considering that Great Britain was the largest importer of lumber in the world 

during this period25. 

 

1930-1936. Forest Research/ Economics.  The international depression leads to the decline of the 

experiment station funding.  B.C.’s export dependent economy is hurt; however, there are still different 

types of forest industry related work on the East Line during the depression. Forest Research funding 

decreases throughout the depression and many of the best qualified Research Branch personnel leave 

for university positions.26  

 

1931-1939. International Trade. The US Smoot-Hawley Tariff (1 dollar per thousand board feet) 

signals the beginning of US tariff policies against B.C. timber.  This tariff significantly restricts Canadian 

exports to the United States; however, Canadian global lumber exports would continue to increase 

throughout this period.  

 

1932.  Provincial Economy and Depression.  “Canada’s export-driven economy was highly 

vulnerable to the collapse of international commodity markets which triggered the Great Depression.  

By 1932 over one-quarter of Canadian wage-earners were unemployed and western Canada suffered 

more acutely than other regions because of an overwhelming dependence on a limited number of 

export products”.27  

 

                                                 
24 1928-1938 B.C. Forest Branch Annuals. 
25 Druska.  Tie Hackers. 45. 
26 The Aleza Lake Experiment Station History.  3. 
27 Rajala, Richard A.  A Political Football: Federal-Provincial Cooperation in British Columbia Forests, 

1930-1995.  Forest History Today.  Spring-Fall.  (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003.)  
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1935.  Young Men’s Forest Training Plan.  The YMFTP was developed by the British Columbia 

Provincial Government as a depression era relief program, similar to others in the United States and 

Eastern Canada.  A YMFTP training camp was established at Aleza Lake from 1935-1939.  During the 

depression there were large groups of unemployed young men urban centers.  The YMFTP was 

designed to mobilize such men—who were seen as sources of potential unrest--by training them in 

basic forestry skills and using them to perform general forest “maintenance” tasks. 28 

 

1900-1940. Corporations and Timber Policy. “Timber holdings did largely fall into the hands of large 

corporations, of course, but new timber holding procedures do not fully explain corporate 

growth...capitalist competition fuelled the drive to corporate concentration and this process was well 

underway before the 1940s.  They wanted more timber, to be sure, but they were very much against 

the government’s particular policy.  They adapted, however, to take advantage of the change, largely to 

pre-empt corporate rivals.  Nor was the provincial state engaged in a plot against small business.  C.D. 

Orchard [Chief Forester Prince George] and others believed that their timber and conservation policy 

was best administrated by large forest companies, but they expected, perhaps naively, that the policy 

would also satisfy small operators.  This preoccupation with integrated forest companies has 

overshadowed one particularly significant consequence of government timber policy—the creation of a 

province-wide fraternity of small operators.29  

 

1900- 1940.  Corporations and Timber Policy.  Discussing logging practices, Rajala concludes that 

the provincial government was a mere client of corporate interest…this chapter suggests a more 

autonomous role for the state in setting timber-allocation policy, however.  Political and community 

pressure emboldened civil servants and government members, while at the same time the sense of 

                                                 
28 Rajala.  A Political Football. 
29  Hak, Gordon.  Capital and Labor. 43. 
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crisis, in part manufactured by the government foresters, allowed provincial officials to shape public 

support and give the government the opportunity to pursue its own course30. 

 

3) The East Line: Socio-Economic Development 1913-1939. 

 

1905-1910.  The initial real estate and timber license boom along the Upper Fraser Valley region 

occurred as a result of speculation.  People and Corporations around the world knew that a railway 

would past through the Fort George district connecting region to the newly developed port of Prince 

Rupert, as well as the city of Edmonton.  It was obvious to these speculators that rapid economic 

development was bound to occur as soon as the railway was completed, so a frantic rush of domestic 

and foreign investment purchasing of speculative lands occurred. 31 Timber buyers tried to strategically 

anticipate where the railway would be laid so as to be able to situate town sites, mills, and timber 

allocations next to it.   A significant commercial timber economy did not exist in the Prince George 

region before the development of the railway.  

 

1913.  The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway is built through the Prince George District, connecting Prince 

George to the western port of Prince Rupert as well as eastern Canadian transportation and trade 

markets. Spruce was the principle merchantable timber type in British Columbia’s central interior during 

this period.   Pine trees were very seldom commercially logged because of their smaller diameter, with 

the exception of pine logging for railway ties in some areas.  The East Line was one of the most 

economically feasible areas for the development of a forest industry in central British Columbia 

because this region contained an abundant source of high-grade spruce close to the railway, and an 

excellent log-drivable river within proximity to the newly built railway32. Logging operators were 

                                                 
30  Hak, Gordon.  Capital and Labor. 43. 
31 See the South Fort George Herald Newspaper: 1911-1916. 
32 Drushka. Tie Hackers to Timber Harvesters. 84. 
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incapable of creating large-scale logging road networks during this time in the Upper Fraser region, so 

it was to position forest related industries and settlements along the tracks.  A rail-line linking Prince 

George to Southern British Columbia (PGE) would not be built until the 1950’s.   

 

1913 >.  A number of sources say that East Line wood largely fed domestic markets in the early 

twentieth century:  “The prairie market was booming to the extent that BC interior producers could not 

meet the demand, and coastal mills began shipping lumber east on the CPR33.  Many grain producers 

from the Canadian prairies came west and built mills along the East Line to supply their growing 

industries with building materials34. Most of [the Upper Fraser] lumber was probably shipped to the 

prairie and eastern US markets.  In those days, before the Pacific Great Eastern Railway found its way 

into the north, East Line lumber was sold through brokers in Edmonton”.35  Gordon Hak, a professor of 

history at Malaspina College, has done extensive work into the East Line lumber industry agrees that 

wood generally went to eastern markets. 

 

Greg Halseth’s letter on mill production and lumber destinations: “With respect to production numbers, 

we do have some information that is 

contained within the annual forest industry reports - these were the ones 

I showed you from BC Archives that were copied by Brian Stauffer. It was 

from these reports that we put together the map data on operating 

sawmills, employment levels, and production levels.  Unfortunately, we do not have any information yet 

collected on export destinations. There is at best only limited oral history information about shipments in 

the 1920s and 1930s largely going to Canadian prairie and eastern markets” (partially reinforced by 

direct ownership by some mills by prairie grain elevator companies)36. 

                                                 
33 Drushka.  Tie Hackers . 62. 
34 Drushka.  Tie Hackers.  83 
35 Drushka.  Tie Hackers. 83. 
36 Halseth, Greg.  E-mail correspondence, march 2 2007. 
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1913>.  Although rich in spruce and close to relatively good transportation routes, the East Line also 

presented formidable conditions that made logging difficult.  The weather during the winter was often 

very unpredictable: sudden dumps of snow, prolonged Chinooks, and extreme cold were all common.  

The soil conditions in the Upper Fraser were also too poor for building all season logging roads, and the 

terrain was much more mountainous than in eastern North America.  These types of obstacles proved 

difficult for many entrepreneurs, who were forced to adapt their logging and milling operations to the 

specific conditions challenges found in Upper Fraser Valley.37  It was also well known that the East Line 

lumber industry was a volatile market:  “In 1923, we were considering acquiring the Eagle Lake Spruce 

Mill at Giscome, British Columbia.  I advised not to go into the interior of British Columbia at all because 

almost every mill there had gone through receivership”.38  So, while the East Line could be profitable 

and was still minimally regulated, many investors lost money or went out of business as result of 

inexperience in the Northern B.C. logging/milling environment. 

 

1914.  One could take the passenger train from Aleza Lake to Prince George and back regularly, “these 

passenger trains had baggage and mail cars, pullmen and day coaches, magnificent dinning cars and 

an open observation car to show off beautiful northern scenery”.39 

 

1920-1935.  The spruce timber economy was not a significant sector of British Columbia’s forest 

economy compared with Douglas fir or cedar products.  The forest industry on British Columbia’s west 

coast was much larger than the interior’s and more profitable; however, the spruce sector was starting 

to grow in significance.40 

 

                                                 
37 Drushka.  Tie Hackers.  86. 
38 Drushka.  Tie Hackers. 85. 
39 Mac Arthur, Ethelwynne.  The Way it Was. (Prince George: Fraser-Fort George Museum Society, 
1983). 6 
40 British Columbia Forest Branch Annuals (1920-1935). 
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1930-1939. During the depression era many interior mills folded, but some--such as the Eagle Lake 

Sawmill at Giscome—continued to operate.  So the East Line seemed to weather the depression better 

than other areas of the country. 

 

 

4) East Line Industrial Forest Industries. 

 

Logging: 

  A variety of different logging methods were employed during this period along the East Line, but 

usually logging practices were said to have been basic and emphasized heavy manual labor, flexibility, 

and ingenuity.  Logging in the Aleza Lake region occurred in the winter, but some logging could be 

done during summer if the ground was dry enough.  Harvesting practices at the Aleza Lake Experiment 

Station (1926-7) would have differed from local logging techniques in a few ways.  Experiment Station 

operations made special efforts to minimize logging waste, and leave younger residual trees smaller 

than 10” d.b.h undamaged during logging41.  The researchers also experimented with various forms of 

slash disposal.  It is said that area logging practices were tentatively expected to observe the same 

types of harm reducing diameter-limit harvesting that the Experiment Station employed, however, they 

probably rarely did.        

The logging that took place at the Experiment Station generally followed the same basic 

procedures and used the same methods as other local logging shows: 1) Trees were felled, delimbed, 

and bucked by non-mechanized means—saw and axe.  Logging assistants called swampers might 

have gathered slash or shoveled snow.  2) Logs were then skidded out of logged areas with horses 

driven by teamsters to landings where logs were piled and then loaded onto horse-pulled sleighs.  

Mechanical devices skidding called steam donkey were occasionally employed by richer East Line 

                                                 
41 1936 -1941 Aleza Lake Experiment Station correspondence binder. 
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operators instead of horses, however, this did not occur at the experiment station.  Harry Coates, a 

former forest technician (ret) who worked at the Aleza Lake Experiment Station, says that during 1926-

27 loggers at the experiment station used creek beds and draws to skid timber.   

Loaded sleighs were then pulled by horse to the edges of frozen rivers or lakes, where the logs 

were decked on the ice.  When the ice went out in the spring, the logs were driven and fin-boomed 

down river into mill retention ponds.42  As the twenties progressed it became more common for 

operators to use tractors and Caterpillars to assist in logging, rather than horses.  Crude logging trucks 

driven on wood-plank logging roads also became common.43  All-weather road building technology had 

not yet developed for the muddy Upper Fraser Region.  This made road development very difficult and 

meant that logging had to occur near railways, rivers, and mills, because transportation couldn’t be 

extended deep into the bush.  A logging railroad was also built within the region to transport logs out of 

the bush to sawmills along Eagle Lake44.  

 Ken Bernsohn suggests that loggers were generally deemed outcasts from established local 

communities because of their transient nature45.  Gordon Hak agrees, saying that logging in southern 

British Columbia was often performed by people of non-Anglo decent, and were socially isolated as a 

result: “to most residence loggers were a breed apart, a group that invaded their civilization at particular 

times of the year, men who were a necessary and undesirable by-product of a lumber economy”.46 

 

Tie Hacking: 

“Making or hacking ties required a great deal of skill with an axe, as well as physical strength and 

endurance.  The ideal trees for ties were about 12-16 inches in diameter…most tie hackers worked 

alone, in camps or on their own farms.  The task was fairly straight forward: select a suitable tree, fell it 

                                                 
42 Drushka.  Tie Hackers. 66-85. 
43 Drushka. Tie Hackers.  91.   
44 Carl Strom. Upper Fraser Project Interviews. 4. 
45 Bernsohn.  Cutting up the North.  45.   
46 Hak, Gordon.  The Socialist and Laborist Impulse in Small-Town British Columbia: Port Alberni and 
Prince George, 1911-33.  The Canadian Historical Review. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1989, 
4). 528.   
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with a one-man crosscut saw, measure it into as many 8-foot (2.5m) lengths as possible, and delimb it 

with an axe.  The top was left on, along with its limbs, to steady the tree during hewing.  Standing on 

the tree, the hewer scored both sides of it with a double-bitted axe.  To do this he made a series of cuts 

of precisely equal depth, about a foot apart.  This was the most difficult part of the operation; if the 

scoring cuts were not the proper depth, it was impossible to cut a smooth surface during the next phase 

.  Once the tree was scored, the hewer used a broad axe sharpened on one side only to flatten the tree 

on two sides, leaving a uniform 6-or 8 inch (15-20 cm) think log, depending on the size required…then 

the log was bucked into 8-foot lengths.  Part of the Tie hack’s job was to carry the finished tie to a skid 

road and pile it.  Since each green, frozen tie weighed 200 pounds (90kg) or more, the ties were usually 

dragged over snow….Good hacks produced and stacked 40 to 50 ties a day, and average workers 

might turn out twenty to thirty”.47   

 

Tie Hauling: Work could be contracted or done independently, depending on the size of the operation.  

Ties were hauled via horse and sleigh to railway sites.   

 

Tie Loading:  1923.  “The loader upended the tie, stooped under it and stood, balancing it on his 

shoulder.  He then ran with his burden, to gather momentum to make it up a 16-inch-wide plank leading 

to the rail car…he repeated the operation four hundred times a day”.48  

 

Milling: A combination of large corporate lumber mills and small independent mills were established 

along the East Line during this period.  Raw logs were basically brought to the mills by river, train, truck, 

or horse.  The raw logs were then put in a holding pond before being sawed to length, dried, and 

shipped. Many of the larger mills followed similar operating principles.  “They were cutting for value, not 

volume, so the logs were turned into the best lumber grade possible. Mills might turn out 1-inch boards 

                                                 
47 Drushka.  Tie Hackers. 106-107. 
48 Druskha.  Tie Hackers. 107. 
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from one-by-four to one-by-twelve in lengths of 12 to 30 feet, along with a variety of siding, shiplap, 

tongue-and-groove and specialty items”.49  Finished lumber was often manually loaded onto trains 

during these days. Local milling practices were—like local logging practices--inefficient and wasteful. 

Jack Boudreau says the following about the wood waste that the early mills produced: 

Awful lot of waste, an enormous amount of waste. That’s another thing that ... another big 
change with getting into modern mills - so much less waste. You know, it’s hard to believe. I 
mean the saw curve in those things was about that wide. Every time the saw went through, it 
wasted probably about 1/3 or a 1/4 as much as it cut. And then all the slabs and everything on 
top, slabs that wide, all going into the burner. It was a terrible waste. So I can’t say that I was 
sorry to see it change in that respect.50 

 

Bordereau also says that the old mills were dangerous, and operationally simple.  Specialized 

knowledge wasn’t required to work at these early mills; an employee simply had to perform a lot of hard 

manual labor.  

 

Bush mills were also introduced during the early twentieth century.  Bush mills were small portable 

contraptions that could be operated by a few men.  These mills produced rough green timber, which 

was then shipped to planner mills along the East Line or in Prince George for finishing (1920-1935). 

This cottage industry didn’t really become prevalent to P.G. timber economy until after the WW II boom.   

 

Ethelwynne Mac Arthur has said that during the early twentieth century the Northland Spruce lumber 

company (1924-1927) was the most significant mill in the Aleza Lake area, at one point this mill 

employed up to 50 people in the community.  According to Mac Arthur, after Northland Spruce went into 

receivership in 1927 the community was “never the same”.51  The closure of Northland Spruce mill also 

directly affected the research and operation of the Aleza Lake Experiment Station (see “Aleza Lake 

Research Station Local Timber Economy Interactions” section). 

 

                                                 
49 Hak.  Capital and Labor.  37. 
50 Upper Fraser Interview 5. 10 
51 Mac Arthur, Ethelwynne.  The Way it Was. 16.   
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I need to do more research into the various types of jobs performed at mills during this era, as well as 

pay-scales. 

 

Forestry Wages: 

 

Logging: “In the late 1920s, wages in the north were 45 to 55 cents an hour for sawyers, a nickel less 

for teamsters, camp help, and the guys who cleaned up.52  Fallers and teamsters were said to be the 

highest paid workers on a logging crew.53 Depression era, wages dropped to 22 cents an hour.54  

 

Tie Hacking:  1923 François lake region.  Tie hackers received 20 cents per tie.  Average hacks 

produced between 20-30 ties, good hacks produced between 40-50 ties. An exceptional few could cut 

one hundred ties a day.55  Tie hacking provided possibility for high wages time, possible to make 

upward of 200-400 dollars a month.  

 

Tie Loading:  “3.5 to 4 cents a tie, loading was the highest paid work in the industry…good loaders 

made 15 to 20 dollars a day” (400-500 per month).56 

Tie inspectors checked tie quality and regulated prices. 

 

Tie Hauling: A team of horses and a teamster could usually be hired for 7.50 a day.57 

 

Mill work: This section needs to be researched. 

                                                 
52 Bernsohn.  Cutting up the North. 45.  
53 Drushka. Tie Hackers. 78. 
54 Bernstrom. Cutting up the North. 45. 

 
55Bernstrom. Cutting up the North. 107. 
56 Druskha. Tie Hackers. 107. 
57 Drushka.  Tie Hackers.107. 
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Forest service work:  Forest researchers generally make around 150 per month in 1928 (see Aleza 

Lake section). 

 

 

5) Types of Forestry Related Occupations along the East Line (The 

following information is taken from Laura Way’s index).58 

 

East Line workers were rarely single occupation tradesmen.  It was not uncommon for men to perform 

a number of different occupations throughout the year.  These might include farming and milling in the 

summer, and logging in the winter. 

 

Barn Boss – this position did not exist at the Aleza Lake Experiment Station (ALES). 
 
Blacksmith – they had a blacksmith’s shop at the experiment station.  
 
Bull cook – a cook’s assistant.  Present at the Aleza Lake Experiments Station throughout the 1920’s 
and 1930’s. 
 
Camp cook – present at Aleza Lake Experiment Station throughout the 1920’s 1930’s 
(correspondence binder). 
 
Casual Positions for Students – many of the early employees at the research station were summer 
forestry students. 
 
Clean – up – done by bull cook.  
 
Chokerman – logging/skidding. 
 
Boom man – log booming. 
 
Bookkeeper – book keeping at the ALES seems to have been done by management. 
 
Drove CAT (logging)  -- did  not occur at the ALES throughout the 1920’s or 1930’s.  May have been 
used for road building. 

                                                 
58 Way, Laura.  Upper Fraser Project Index. 
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Electrician -- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Gateman -- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Green Chain -- not employed at the ALES. 
 
"Gypo" contractor/manager of a logging crew – unknown if gypo crews worked at the station. 
 
Faller-- employed at the ALES. 
 
Firemen -- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Foreman—employed at the ALES, Sansom. 
 
Foreman (sawmill)--employed at the ALES? 
 
Foreman (planer)--employed at the ALES? 
 
Forest Services—most of the ALES staff were forest service employees. 
 
Jackladder-- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Lathe-- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Loader—may have been employed at the ALES. 
 
Log Driver on River-- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Log Sorter-- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Logger-- employed at the ALES. 
 
Lumber carrier – jitney-- not employed at the ALES. 
 
Lumber yard (layout)--not employed at the ALES. 
 
Machine Operator-Skidder—unknown if employed at ALES. 
 
Making Posts/Polls not employed at the ALES. 
 
Management— Percy Barr, Braham Griffith. 
 
Mechanics-- employed at the ALES. 
 
Millwright --not employed at the ALES 
 
Moulder --not employed at the ALES 
 
Office administration – performed by research staff. 
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Pile Lumber --not employed at the ALES 
 
Planer  -- planner did not exist at the ALES. 
 
Powerhouse – a powerhouse was present at the ALES, maintained by staff. 
 
Saw Filer – unknown if employed at ALES.  In 1928 the resident foreman was responsible for saw 
filing. 
 
Sawyer -- employed at the ALES 
 
Security--not employed at the ALES 
 
Scaler – forest service officials were responsible for scaling. 
 
Steam Engineer – not used at the ALES 
 
Shipper  -- not used at the ALES 
 
Teamster--  the second most highly paid person on a horse logging show (Drushka).  Present at the 
ALES during winter logging. 
 
Timber Cruiser – a lot of timber cruising occurred at the reserve, especially prior to 1935. 
 
Tugboat  -- not used at the ALES 
 
Watchman – an active attempt was made to employ live-in watch men at the research station during 
the winter months between 1930-1935. 
 
Welder – used at the ALES 
 

 

Lumber Produced along the East Line: 

Saw logs scaled: 

-1920.  38 million board feet. 

-1921.  38 million board feet.   

-1922.  25 million board feet. 

-1923.  37 million board feet. 

- (US lumber embargo ends) 

-1924.  70 million board feet. 
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-1925.  74 million board feet. 59 

 

There were dozen’s of functioning along the East Line during the 1920s and 1930s.  The following table 

demonstrates the local sawmills that were operating in the Aleza Lake Ranger District, 1924-1935. 

 

Community  

 

Sawmill 

 

Years of Operation 

 
Details 

 

Aleza Lake 
 

Aleza Lake Lumber Co.  
 

1921 
 

1921 ~ 35,000 ft/day (capacity) 
 

Aleza Lake 
 

Aleza Lake Mills 
 

1917> 
 

Owner: A.K. Shives. The mill site would be 
taken over by  
Northland Spruce Lumber Co. 
 

Aleza Lake 
 

Lyle Lumber Co. 
 

1928 -> 
 

 

Aleza Lake 
 

Northland Spruce Lumber  
Co. 
 

<-1927 
 

Site Cleared in early 1920's. 
First Owners: Percy Hasseifield and  
Hugh Blackburn 
 

Hansard Anthony Lumber Co. 
 

<1921> 
 

1921 ~ 20,000 ft/day (capacity) 
 

Hansard Gale and Trick Limited 
 

1920-1930 
 

Owners from Oshawa,  
Ont. 1930 - closed 
 

Hansard Johnson Lumber Co. 
 

1923-1932 
 

 

Hansard Northern Lumber Co.  
 

1923-> 
 

1923-Owner: Al Johnson.  
Destroyed by fire in 1926 
 
(* Data taken from Straussfogel’s “Upper  
Fraser Mills” excel spread sheet.) 

*Annual production from these mills requires further research. 

 

                                                 
59 Bernsohn.  Cutting up the North.  33. 
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6) Transportation Networks in the East Line Region. 

 

Railway- Grand Trunk Pacific Railway built through the East Line in 1914, this development made 

commercial milling and logging possible.  The railway transported an assortment of people and 

commodities too and from the communities along the Upper Fraser region. In 1922 the Grand Trunk 

Pacific encountered economic problems.  The railway was taken over by the Dominion Government 

and became the Canadian National.60  

 

Logging Railway- A logging railway was developed in the Upper Fraser region; it was built solely for 

the transport of logs to mills61. 

 

Roads- Road networks east and west of Aleza Lake were quite undeveloped during this period.  The 

dirt roads that did exist were rendered unusable by car during the spring and fall break-ups.  They were 

not used for much commercial transport.  

Types of roads: 

 -main roads both cars and horses.  The Yellowhead highway (paved) came through in 1967. 

 -skid roads logging trails created by CAT or horses 

 -plank roads constructed in inaccessible areas for logging trucks.  

 

Rivers and Lakes: 

-Used to boom logs to mill holding ponds (lakes were sometimes used as holding ponds). 

-Used for transportation as well.  

 

Modes of Transportation in the Upper Fraser Region: 

                                                 
60 MacArthur, Ethylwnne.  The Way it Was. 2.  
61 Strom, Karl.  Upper Fraser Project Interview 51. 4-5. 
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- horses. 

- automobiles: cars and trucks. 

- train. 

- self propelled railway speeder (housed at the Ranger Station at Aleza Lake). 

- tractors and CATs. 

- feet. 

- airplane (rare). 

 

7) Non-Forestry Related Work 

 

Trapping: 

 

Trappers were a distinct part of life at Aleza Lake, particularly during the summer months when 

trappers would come in from their lines (see demographics section: Batchelor Culture).  Trapping was 

generally done in the winter with dog sleds.  Self sufficiency was a hallmark of the trapper lifestyle, 

which was said to be dangerous and solitary.  There are many stories about trappers being killed in the 

East Line region, particularly through hypothermia and bear mauling.  The ‘mad trapper’ phenomenon 

is also prevalent around the Upper Fraser area.62 

 

It is also alleged that trapping was difficult to regulate due to the isolated nature of the industry.  

However, trapping without a license and fur stealing is said to have carried stiff penalties, including jail 

time, or the wrath of vigilante justice.63   

 

                                                 
62 See Boudreau, Jack.  Crazy Man Creek. Prince George: Caitlin Press Inc. 1998. 
 
63 Boudreau, Jack.  Crazy Man Creek. 97. 
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Trapping was an important industry because it provided many men with either primary or supplemental 

incomes.  The general store at Aleza Lake served as a fur trading post, and trappers would bring their 

winter catches there and barter over fur prices with the store owner’s wife.  If markets were good, 

trapping could be quite lucrative: In 1924 the Gleason brothers on the McGregor River south east of 

Aleza Lake were said to have made 5000 dollars for part of a winters catch.64    

 

According to Neil Mac Arthur trappers would stay out during the winter, come in during the spring, and 

“loaf around the store in the summer time”—trappers wouldn’t take summer employment.65  The 

following story is about trappers at Aleza Lake during the 1920s: 

Neil: They used to [inaudible] off to the train. [inaudible] 
 
We had a little bear, the trappers used to ... they came out in the spring, you know. 
They’d stay out in the bush in the winter time, and then in the spring they came in. They 
met this mother bear and she wasn’t going to let them past. They were really frightened. 
They thought she was going to attack them so they shot her. Well then she had this little 
wee bear so they brought him. He was such a little thing. You could just put him in your 
arm like this you know, and they brought him in and gave him to Dad. Well Dad had a 
nice house, and it was filled with sawdust because sawdust is clean and it keeps the ice 
from melting. And he made a den in there and he finished out his winter nap in the ice 
house. And then he had him out, and Dad put a collar on him and he used to take him 
out to the train. Well actually Dad didn’t [inaudible] the train because he had to meet the 
train and get the mail. And then the trappers in the summer time, they had nothing to do 
but loaf around the store in the summer so they used to put his collar on him and take 
him on a chain out to the train. Well of course, he was a real attraction then and the 
people would buy ice cream cones and hold the ice cream up and lick it. You could see 
his little tongue, you know, licking the cone. And then they’d buy him a bottle of pop and 
he’d stand like this up on his hind feet, pour the pop down his throat. Of course, this was 
just a real novelty for them…And he’d even stick his little tongue down in the bottle. He 
was going to get all [inaudible] out of it. And of course, you see, they had a tourist guy on 
the train. Of course these people were ... they had to see the country, you see. They 
were running out to Rupert, and it was a real attraction and the train would stop there for 
at least 20 minutes. People would see this bear. That was the idea of the train really. It 
was for tourists.66  

 
Annual dances were held for East Line trappers held in Prince George during the 1920s.67 

 

                                                 
64 Boudreau, Jack.  Crazy Man Creek.154. 
65 Mac Arthur, Ethelwynne and Neil.  Upper Fraser Project Interview 10.  16 
66 Ibid. 
67 Boudreau, Jack.  Crazy Man’s Creek. 109-111 
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Farming/ Homesteading: 

 

1917-1924. “Farming was considered a more legitimate occupation than logging or milling.  The people 

of Prince George perceived the northern interior as an extension of the prairies, and they looked to the 

creation of an agricultural economy as a key to stability and progress”.68  

 

Homesteading along the East Line occurred in tandem with the development of the early forest 

economy, and was usually performed in order to supplement income.  However, some individuals 

settled the area specifically for the purposes of homesteading and were not involved in the lumber 

industry (the way it was 16).  1917-1920. According to Ethelwynne MacArthur, a group of American’s 

moved to Aleza Lake to homestead--not for the developing lumber industry.  However, the 

homesteading proved difficult, and they returned to the United States.69   

 

1919.  Some Canadian soldiers received “Solider Settlement Grants” and took homesteads in the Aleza 

Lake area70. 

 

Considerable farming was done throughout the Upper Fraser Valley, particularly in areas like Giscome.  

Farm products were definitely sold and exchanged within Upper Fraser communities, and milk is said to 

have bee shipped by train to Prince George, where it was presumably sold.71 However, I’ve done little 

research into where and how Upper Fraser agricultural products were dispersed. 

 

People relied upon farming and wild game to supplement their income during the depression.72 

 

                                                 
68 Hak.  The Socialist and the Laborist.  528. 
69 The Way it Was. 3-4 
70 Ibid. 
71 “Mr. and Mrs. Mac Naughton.  Upper Fraser Project Interview 72. 6 
72 The Way it Was. 17 
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Service Industry: 

 

The General Store.  Loren Lyle financed and built the general store at Aleza Lake with the help of two 

native men in 1917.  Lyle and his wife ran the store, which also served as a post office.  The general 

store seemed to be one of the central gathering places for town’s people.   

 

The Hotel and Beer Parlor.  Both were constructed and operated by Ethelwynne MacArthur’s father. 

There was a beer parlor and dance hall in the local hotel but it burnt down in 1933.  Men would come in 

from the bush for dances.  When the beer parlor burnt down, the women in town signed a petition 

against the rebuilding of another beer parlor73. 

 

*More research into the local service industry is necessary. 

 

 

8) Population Compositions, Hierarchy, and Social Systems: 

 

I need to undertake a formal study into Upper Fraser demographics.  However, the general impression 

I’ve gotten from a wide variety of sources is that the population of the Upper Fraser Valley during this 

era wasn’t very large (perhaps 1-2000 total).  Most of the bigger villages would have contained a few 

hundred people at most.  

 

Aleza Lake Population:   

There may have been between 1-200 people around the Aleza Lake area at any given time during this 

era.   Again, work into population levels is needed.  

                                                 
73  Mac Arthur, Ethelwynne. Upper Fraser Project Interview 10. 2 
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Batchelor Culture: 

Trapping, logging, and milling were men’s occupations.  There were more men than women along the 

East Line; hence bachelor culture was very prevalent: 

Bernice: You should tell James a little bit about the community of Aleza Lake. They 
basically want to know about that community. 
 
John: Well one thing I remember was, you’d go down to the general store on a summer 
night - and that was sort of out of the storybook too - the whole area was sprinkled with 
homesteaders and trappers and bachelors. 
 
John: It would be in the 30s, 40s. And they would be all sitting outside on a bench you know, 
talking and chewing tobacco, stuff like that. They were single, you know. And then in the winter 
time they had a row of chairs in the store they would all sit. And there were trappers, 
homesteaders, single guys that worked in the mill.74 

 

Bachelors definitely frequented the pubs and brothels in Prince George.  I don’t know much about 

prostitution in the East Line area, although some locals attribute Aleza Lake’s name to that of a former 

local prostitute.  Others claim that the lake was named after a local native chief’s daughter. 

 

It was a common practice for single East Line men to advertise for wives in Newspapers.75 

 

Perhaps the drinking and fighting that is said to have occurred at local dances could partially be 

attributed to an over abundance of men. 

 
 

Women:  

The women who were present along the East Line were usually married, and mainly worked 

domestically on the farm or as homemakers.  Many young female school teachers also came into the 

                                                 
74  John and Bernice Trick.  The Upper Fraser Project Interview 49.  8. 
75 Boudreau.  Crazy Man Creek. 109. 
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region and are said to have married local men, and then stopped teaching.  Women generally did not 

work in the mills or in logging camps, with the possible exception of camp cooks and bull cooks.  

 

Ironically rural living may have also offered an escape from traditional roles.  On isolated homesteads, 

where labor was scarce, women may have had to assume occupations that were usually designated for 

men.  These include activities like hunting, fishing, logging, and carpentry--there are even examples of 

“pioneer” women wearing men’s clothing.76 

 

Race and Social Hierarchy: 

 

It is well noted that young East Line communities were dynamic places.  Villages were said to be a 

multicultural mix comprised of established locals, newcomers, and transients.  Populations along the 

East Line fluxed significantly according to the work season, with the largest migration coming in the 

summer.  Kyle Kusch (UNBC grad student) has done research into the historic migration patterns in the 

Upper Fraser. 

 

Americans: 

1905-1935. Many different groups migrated to and from the East Line during this era.  Americans were 

amongst the earliest and most notable newcomers, their investment and know how was instrumental to 

the establishment of a forest industry.   

 

Europeans: 

An assortment of different Europeans were said to have come into the area at different times.  These 

include British, Irish, German, Scottish, Scandinavian, Ukrainian, and Hungarian immigrants. 

 

                                                 
76 There are examples of this in Crazy Man Creek. 
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Eastern Canadian/Prairie migrations: 

There were large influxes and expulsions of Mennonites from the Canadian prairies with the coming of 

the railway.  Many non-Mennonite Canadians came from the prairies and eastern Canada as well, 

particularly, it seems, during the depression: 

 “A lot of the logging fellows came from the prairies.  You can imagine, you’ve got a farm in 
Alberta or Saskatchewan, you bring your harvest in the fall and just about the time it starts to 
freeze up you’ve got spare time, you head to BC and go into a logging camp.  You sign up for 
the winter to go logging and you stay there ‘til breakup next March or April.  Then you leave with 
your pay and head back to the farm on the prairies”.77 

 

Southern British Columbians: 

Ethelwynne MacArthur says that in1917 there was a migration of “men from the coast” into the Aleza 

Lake region.  According to Mac Arthur these coastal men bought up timber licenses and developed 

mills.  During this time, A.K. Shives is said to have come from Southern British Columbia and 

developed the mill site that would eventually become occupied by the Northland Spruce Mill.78 

  

Visible Ethnicities: 

Numerous sources agree that there were visible minorities in the Upper Fraser during this period.  

These ethnicities included Chinese, Japanese, East Indian, and Indigenous people.      

 

There are few accounts of native people working or living at Aleza Lake.  Similarly, Indigenous people 

did not seem to have settlements along the East Line during this period.  The nearest reservation was 

in Shelley, which may have been established in 1925.  Ethelwynne MacArthur says that in 1917 natives 

would have worked at the local lumber mills during the summers; however, this working relationship 

became less common as more caucasians migrated into the Upper Fraser region.  Similarly, MacArthur 

says that when Loren Lyle built the general store in Aleza Lake in 1917, two young native men, 

                                                 
77 Drushka.  Tie Hackers. (Interview with Neil Maclean). 98. 
 
78 Mac Arthur.  The Way It Was. 5 
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Blackwater Jonny and Henry Dick helped Lyle build it.  Lyle was said to have regarded Jonny and Dick 

very favorably.  Both men went on to become chiefs at Shelley and Blackwater respectively.79 

 

However, not all Caucasians in the Upper Fraser region regarded native people favorably during this 

period.  Ken Bernsohn notes that respective Prince George newspapers contained articles blatantly 

discriminating against Mennonite (1918) and Asian (1921) migrants.  Both articles argue that neither 

Mennonites nor Asians ought to profit off of “white settlers” lands.80   

 

The issue of racial discrimination is complex.  Some Upper Fraser Interiewees say that there distinct 

racial discrimination, but other Upper Fraser interviewees say that there was little discrimination or 

social division between working peoples along the East Line, regardless of ethnicity or race.  Here is a 

segment from an interview that is typical of this opinion: 

James: Was there a separation between people of different race or ethnicity? 
 
Nobody noticed. There was only one incident that I ever heard of, right up until the 70s when the 
Americans started moving up from California. Up until then, the only time was one landlady who 
had apartments on one street who ... because there was a Japanese teacher in the 50s here and 
he was looking for lodgings and he went there and she opened the door and saw him and she 
said, “we don’t like no dirty Japs here” and slammed the door on his face. That was such an 
absolutely outrageous thing, but of course everybody knew about it. This guy didn’t take it too 
seriously fortunately. That’s the only incident that I ever heard of until .... In fact there were at 
least two families of native people here. Nobody ever noticed that they were native people.81 

 
 

Gordon Hak estimates that during 1929-35 the percentages of Asian workers in logging and milling 

activities in B.C. was much higher than in later years.  For example in 1929 28% of the mill workforce 

were of Asiatic decent, while 7.0% of loggers were of Asian decent.  However, it ought to be noted that 

most of the logging and milling during this era was done in southern British Columbia.  In later years, 

the numbers of Asiatic peoples working in the forest industry declined rapidly as a result of post WWII 

                                                 
79 The Way it Was. 4-5. 

 
80 Cutting Up the North. 27, 33. 
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racism and mill unionization.82 Although there is evidence that Asian people worked on the East Line 

1905-1936 it is unknown how many Asian peoples came to the East Line. 

 

Hierarchy: 

 

Similar to questions concerning race relations, there are complex and often conflicting accounts 

pertaining to hierarchy within East Line societies.  

 

Canada was still a firm part of the British Empire during this era, and while some locals mentioned that 

there was little discrimination amongst the working class peoples along the East Line83, it seems 

unlikely that aspects of the colonial mentality wouldn’t have been present in some form.   

 

J. Lorne says that during the 1950’s there was a social division between local mill owners and 

workers84.  Did similar divisions occur during the 1920s and 1930s?   

 

On the other hand, the relative isolation of the East Line coupled with the diverse populations inhabiting 

the communities in this area might have provided fertile conditions for the subversion of hierarchies, in 

some ways.  Elements of this phenomenon are noted in many Upper Fraser Project interviews.     

 

Camp workers, such as loggers and mill workers, were often transient immigrants.  Gordon Hak said 

that Prince George residents didn’t consider such people part of respectable society. According to Hak 

most of the newer residents of the greater Prince George district came from farming backgrounds, and 

                                                 
82 Hak, Gordon.  Capital and Labor.  75-78. 
83 The Upper Fraser Project Interview 39. 
84 The Upper Fraser Project Interview 75. 
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as result considered that farming was a traditional culture and source of stable income, so farmers were 

considered more respectable than forest laborers.85 

 

Ethelwynne Mac Arthur’s “The Way It Was” makes it clear that while transient workers came and went 

from Aleza Lake there was a somewhat sedentary core of ‘local’ peoples who formed a community.  

Interestingly, these individuals would often move within a few years as well, so the local core wasn’t 

particularly well established.   

 

The Grand Trunk Pacific railway in British Columbia led to the creation of a new society of fairly worldly 

eastern US and Canadian railroad workers. Gordon Hak contends that these rail workers pushed for 

progressive socialist-influenced political reforms in the 1930s, and were instrumental for shaping local 

political opinion.  However, while rail crews would have interacted with Upper Fraser residents on a 

daily basis, most of the crew resided in Prince George.86 

 

Likewise, the creation of the Research Station created quite an injection of professionals into region.  

The research staff were all of Anglo-Celtic decent and educated in elite institutions (Harvard, Yale, 

UBC), and so there may or may not have been a perceived class distinction between some towns 

people and the research staff.  

 

Working Conditions: 

 

1920-1935. A number of historical resources concur that the working conditions along the East Line 

were generally very poor.  There weren’t many forms of organized labor, so the working conditions, job 

                                                 
85 Hak. The Socialist and Laborist. 528. 
86 Hak.  The Socialist and the Laborist. 529. 
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security, and pay-scale were instable.87  Logging and milling were dangerous occupations, and there 

was little in way of training or other safety mechanisms; death or serious injury on job site is said to 

have been common.88  Many former workers also say that the living quarters were particularly shabby; 

however, many also note that the food at logging and milling camps was generally good. 

 

Unions/  Populism 1920-35. 

 

Gordon Hak says that migrant populations brought leftist ideology to the Prince George region.  Hak 

says that the petite bourgeoisie, not the working class, were responsible for the initiation of leftist 

political thought.  ”In the 1910s and 1920s political activists, indistinguishable from their fellow 

townspeople, sustained a flicker of leftism in the small communities of Port Alberni and Prince George.  

They were small businessmen, farmers, and skilled workers, all of whom had the respect of their fellow 

citizens”.89  Professionals, like the staff at the Aleza Lake Experiment Forest were generally said to not 

be part of leftist movements, more importantly; transient loggers and mill workers were generally 

deemed unworthy of participation in this society.  Hak says the skilled workers in the Prince George 

region came to hold similar ideologies concerning issues like power decentralization, more equitable 

pay scales, and better working conditions.  However, Hake says this ideological continuity was informal 

and did not spark a well defined movement amongst the Prince George region’s skilled laborers.  

 

Farmers in the Prince George area had well organized interest groups by 1923…they wanted road 

building assistance so they could tap into different markets.90 

 

                                                 
87 Cutting up the North 31-56 and Upper Fraser Interview 75.  
88 Tie Hacking. 45. 
89 The Socialist and The Laborist.  539. 
 
90 The Socialist and The Laborist.  528. 
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A Prince George labor party existed, but could not get a provincial seat.  H.G. Parry, a liberal, held 

office in Prince George riding 1920-1928.  

 

East Line mills were probably unlikely to have a union during this era.  It is well noted that working 

conditions were very poor and dangerous in many mills until the 1950s.91  

 

1948-53.  Few instances of on the job strikes, but these were sporadic and were not the result of union 

actions.  In general it seemed as though these later strikes occurred to deal with terrible working 

conditions and lack of job/pay stability:  

 
J. Lorne:  Company shacks. You see, just turn around and look outside and there’s a red 
building. That would have been a real good bunkhouse. That would have been a good 
bunkhouse. Now when I worked at Northern Spruce, our bunkhouse was long, door was in the 
centre. There was a wood stove here, a 45 gallon drum with a pipe going out with a door cut in it 
for heat. I slept right beside the door. Another fellow slept here. At the end, a teamster slept 
there. He brought his sweat pads in off his horses so they would dry out. Then a couple of 
fallers. I think there was 8 of us in that shack and our beds were just about touching one 
another. They [went on strike because they] were after a little better quality of living. 
 

Karen: So what were you striking for at that time? 

 
J. Lorne:  Better accommodation, a little better living. You had no say, you had no protection. If I 
didn’t like you and I was the boss, in the morning I’d say “you got a friend here? Who did you 
come with? Hit the road buster”. You had no protection from anything.92  

 

J. Lorne’s wife mentions that unions came into the East Line region in 1953, and that between 1948 

and 1953 local residents were involved in trying to organize unions.93 

 

Aleza Lake community leisure time: 

 
The following passages are from interview 49 with John and Bernice Trick: 

                                                 
91 Upper Fraser Interview 5.  
92 Upper Fraser Interview 75.   
93 Ibid. 
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John: It was. The community ... keep in mind now they had great community spirit amongst all 
those mills... 
 
James: In all the towns along the East Line? 
 
John: Yeah, and they would hold the dances and stuff to raise money and stuff like that. And at 
Aleza Lake they had a dance hall they all built and then they had a little park there. This is on 
Aleza Lake now, not Hansard Lake. 
 
James: And this is in the 30s and 40s. 
 
John: Yeah, and even in the 20s. And then they had the dance hall and a little park and it was 
right near the shore of Aleza Lake and they had a place to swim. But they had a float they made 
with a diving board and stuff like that and changing houses, where they could change, and then 
they had a little float that was sunken in the water a foot or so for the kids to swim in (interview 
49). 
 
James: Where did the people come from? 
 
John: They were living right at Aleza Lake. They worked in the mill. 
 
Bernice: They’d come from as far as Prince George though, didn’t they? 
 
John: Well yeah, they’d go there for a Sunday afternoon. They had picnic tables and stuff. They 
would come on a Sunday afternoon as far as Prince George to spend an afternoon there. And 
there was ballgames. Ball game was the big thing. 
 
Bernice: Ball was big. Every mill had their own team. 
 
John: Yeah, one mill played against the other. 
 
James: Did your mill have a team? 
 
John: Yeah, we used to play against Upper Fraser, Sinclair and Giscome. 
 
Bernice: They were called the Trick Mill Tigers.94 

 

A skating rink was maintained during the winter.95 

 

People would frequent the beer parlor at the hotel.  Men would come in from the bush to drink and 

socialize, and perhaps dance. 

 

Christmas concerts would be staged at the dance hall.96 

                                                 
94 Upper Fraser Interview 49. 
95 Ibid. 
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Women sometimes held separate social occasions, like tea parties, or box socials/ pie socials97. 

A gramophone was available at the Lyle’s general store; this was said to be very popular with locals.98 

Baseball was a very popular summer activity; the local men’s team traveled to other towns for 

competitions. 

Fishing and hunting were popular recreational activities. 

People traveled into Prince George by train to shop or to party on days off:  

“The story goes that the loggers would go to Prince George on the train for the weekend and return all 
corned up.  The train would stop at Aleza Lake station Sunday night and those that were too drunk to 
walk would be taken off by the crew, stood up in the snow bank, and then the train would leave.  Makes a 
story but no doubt it could have happened”.99  

 

[Prince George’s] numerous beer parlors, gambling dens, and brothels were the [loggers] favorite 

haunt.100 

Tourists would travel by train from Prince George to picnic at Aleza Lake.101 

 

Policing:   

-There weren’t any RCMP detachments along the East Line; however, police did come from Prince 

George to address major problems. 

-Vigilante justice mentioned a few times in other areas, in terms of fur stealing and later years in Dome 

Creek. 

-There may have been men on the train assigned to maintain order amongst passengers, particularly 

amongst drunk passengers.102  In later years, the Canadian National railway would employ “railway” 

police who had jurisdiction within two miles of the track.103 

                                                                                                                                                             
96 Upper Fraser Interview 10. 
97 Upper Fraser Index. 
98 The Way it Was. 8. 
99 Revel.  Devil’s Club, Black Flies, and Snowshoes.     
100  The Socialist and Laborist Impulse.  528. 

101 Interview 49. 
102 Upper Fraser Interview 73. 3. 
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Education at Aleza Lake: 

-1921. Elementary school built. 

-Aleza had a single school house-- kindergarten to grade 8.  Children would have to find boarding in 

Prince George if they wanted to continue their education. 

-male and female teachers. 

-young female teachers migrated to villages along the East Line and often wed local men.  It may have 

been customary for married female teachers to quit their job to raise a family. 

-School teachers at Aleza: Miss Johnson, Miss Filmore, Mrs Blackman, Miss Anderson, Miss 

Marshall.104 

Medical Aid: 

-No hospitals. 

-First aid stations common. 

-Serious injuries taken to Prince George by train or railway speeder (west). 

-1919. Several towns’ people died of the Spanish flu.105 

Communication Services: 

- I don’t believe that local newspapers were established in East Line communities. 

- Prince George papers: 1) The Herald (wiped out by fire in 1916).  2) The Citizen (1916-present). 

-Phones existed. 

-Radio? 

Religion: 

- Aleza Lake didn’t have formal churches during this era.  However, Christian clergy men of different 

denomination are said to have traveled to Aleza Lake for services. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
103 Upper Fraser Interview 25. 
104 The Way it Was. 10. 
105 The Way it Was.  6. 
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Part II  The Aleza Lake Experiment Station. 

 

Aleza Lake Research Station Personnel 1924-1936:  

 

-Bob St. Clair 1886-1966 (Research Branch History, p. 42) 

-Born South Dakota. 

-1912. MF University of Michigan. 

-1918.  Joins B.C. Forestry Branch.   

-1923.  Writes four-page article in Root and Branch stressing the need for an American-style research 

program; he suggests that two research stations be built: one in the interior, and one on the 

coast of British Columbia.  

-1924.  A year after St. Clair’s article is published, the Aleza Lake Research Forest is established (not 

by St. Clair).   

 

-P.M. Barr 1897-1960 (Research Branch History, p. 26):  

 

-1897.  Born in Maine to Canadian Parents.  Is said to have been an “energetic and enthusiastic 

extrovert”.  He was active in local theater in Victoria after 1927. 

-1915-1919.  WW I joined Canadian Infantry and then transferred to Royal Flying Corps of Great 

Britain.  Plot and Second Lieutenant.  

-1919-1923.  Attended UBC and studied forestry engineering, excelled at leadership and academics.  

Noted as having an energetic and extroverted personality. 

-1924-1927.  Aleza Lake Experiment Station Manager (27 years old).  

-1927-1935.  British Columbia Research Branch Forester-In-Charge.  

-1929.  Ph.D. Yale School of Forestry.  
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-1932-1960. Professor of Forestry, University of California (Berkeley).  

-1939-1945.  WW II United States Air Force colonel and Assistant Chief-of-Staff, Intelligence Division.  

-1947-1960. Special Assistant to the President (Berkeley).  Barr also helped establish the Blodgett 

Research Forest at Berkeley. 

 

-Braham G. Griffith 1901-1998 (Research Branch History, p. 35) 

-1904.  Family emigrated from Wales to Canada.  

-1904-1911.  Family homesteaded in Alberta.  

-1920-1922.  Moved to Grand Forks B.C. where Griffith’s father was a Forest Ranger.  

-1926.  UBC, BA with honors botany.  

-1926-1928.  Worked at Aleza Lake Experiment Station, assisted in the instillation of various 

Permanent Sample Plots in collaboration with Eric Garman, George Barnes and Percy Barr. 

-1928.  MA in botany at Harvard University.  

-1928.  Became Officer in Charge of Aleza Lake Research Station, continued research. 

-1930. MF in Forest Soils at Harvard University.  

-1934. Left Aleza Lake Experiment Station.  

 

-George H. Barnes 1901-1974 (Research Branch History, p. 25) 

-1901.  Born Rossland, British Columbia. 

-1926.  Worked at Aleza Experiment Station as Junior mensurationist. Spring/summer. 

-1926. Helped establish the first Permanent Sample Plots at the Experiment Station with Finlay 

McKinnon and Braham Griffith acting as assistants. Spring/ Summer. 

-1926-1936.  Performed research sporadically at the Aleza Lake Research Forest.  

-1927.  Broadens research scope to coastal forests.   

-1928-1929.  MSc in Forestry, University of California (Berkeley).   

-1936. Resigns from Forest Branch and takes position at University of Utah.   
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Eric Garman 1898-1993 (Research Branch History, 34). 

-1898.  Born in England, immigrated to Canada at 11 years of age.  Family poor. 

-1915-1918.  Joined Canadian Army at age17.  

-1925 Spring/summer.  Worked on a four man crew conducting inventory at the station. 

-1926 Spring/summer.  Performed field work on studies of natural regeneration on cutovers in spruce-

balsam forest type, Braham Griffith and Fin McKinnon assisting.   

-1928.  Obtained MF at Yale University. 

 

Joseph G. Falconer 1893-1993 (Research Branch History, 31). 

-1893.  Born on a farm in Morden Manitoba. 

-1926.  Graduated as a forest engineer from UBC. 

-1926 Spring/Summer.  Timber Cruiser Aleza Lake Experiment Station. 

-1927-1928.  Worked in Manitoba for the Dominion Forest Service. 

-1928.  Leaves Dominion Forest Service to take up post-grad studies. 

-1932.  PhD Yale University. 

 

Findlay S. McKinnon 1904-1978 (Research Branch History, 38) 

-1904.  Born in Nanaimo, father school teacher. 

-1926.  Attended UBC as an Arts undergrad, spent summer assisting Research Personnel at Aleza 

Lake.   

-1927.  Enters the School of Forestry at Oregon State University.  

-1935.  Does post graduate work at the University of California under Barr.  

-1936.  Performed research at the reserve.  

-1959.  Becomes Chief Forester of the British Columbia Forest Service.   
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Herbert R. Sansom 1894-1949 (Research Branch History, 43). 

-1894.  Born in New Brunswick.  His forefather’s United Empire Loyalists. 

-1924.  Patrol man for B.C. Forest Branch in Prince George district. 

-1925.  Assistant ranger for Aleza Lake Ranger District. 

-1927-1930.  Hired as foreman at Aleza Lake. 

-1930.  Abandonment of sustained yield concept at Aleza Lake. 

-1930/ spring. Sansom and family move to Victoria. 

-1930/ summer. Return to Aleza Lake to perform road improvement and research plot 

remeasurements. 

-1931.  Sansom leaves Research Division to become ranger in Mc Bride. 

 

Cedric W. Walker (1907-2003) (Research Branch History, 44). 

-1925.  Worked 4 months as summer student station as a young man.  He was a compass man on an 

inventory crew. 

 

J.H.C. Robertson (1896-) (Research Branch p. 42) 

-1896. Born in Scotland, father was a headmaster at a high school. 

-1914.  Joined British army, sapper and then artillery officer.  Wounded several times, but not severely. 

1921.  Emigrated to Canada. 

1922-1927?  Studied forestry at the University of Washington with other veterans. 

1932, July.  Works with B.G. Griffith at the Aleza Lake Experiment Station.  What sort of work did they 

perform? 

1932.  Leaves British Columbia to work for the Queensland Forest Service in Australia. 

1933.  Completes MF, works for US Forest Service. 

1936.  Works at Aleza Lake Research Forest. 

1947. PhD in Forestry at Duke University. 
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1947-1969. Spent the rest of his career as a professor of forestry at the University of Washington.  

 

Jim Kinghorn 

-In charge of Young Men’s Forestry Training Program at Aleza during the 1930s. 

-I’ve spoken briefly with Jim’s son who lives in Victoria and had spent time at the Young Men’s Forestry 

Training facility as a 10 year old boy.  Mr. Kinghorn still recalls what life was like at the Station during 

this time. 

 

K.C. McCannel 

-Young Men’s Forestry Training Program superintendent. 

 

 

The Aleza Lake Research Station’s Interaction with Local Communities 1924-1935: 

 

Regional Interactions 1924-1936 

Note: Most of the primary materials available concerning activities at the research station are either 

official correspondence or are scientific in nature, so it is often difficult to get a sense of what 

interactions were like between personnel and local community. 

 

Local Government’s Effects on Station: 

Unknown how local legislation effected activities at the research station. 

 

Research Personnel Working Relationships: 

1924-1927. The working relationships amongst the staff seemed generally very good during this period.  

All of the research personnel were quite young.  Percy Barr was the eldest staff member at 27 (with the 
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exception of Joe Falconer), and many of Barr’s assistants had either just graduated from university or 

were still undergraduate students.  Cedric Walker is cited as saying that everyone had a lot of fun:  

“The morale of the crew was exceptionally high.  We felt that we were part of something new in 
B.C. forestry.  We had no difficulty in finding something to do in our spare time.  I had brought a 
portable, hand-wound phonograph, plus a dozen records of modern music such as “Alexander’s 
Ragtime Band” and “Take me Out to the Ball Game”.  After we made the acquaintance of 
several of the girls living in Aleza Lake village, they would be invited to come to the camp on a 
Sunday to enjoy the music.  Social events were infrequent, so they did not complain about 
having to travel three miles by rail and then walking another three-quarters of a mile on foot trail 
that was sometimes quite muddy.  Another expression of the high morale which prevailed was a 
joint project which we pursued after hours, on our own time.  Out of one huge spruce log we 
made a set of furniture using an axe and a crosscut saw.  We made chairs, a table and a sofa.  
Percy Barr could probably take much of the credit for keeping the crew happy.  I remember 
cruising timber on a hot day in early August, nearly a mile from camp.  It was mid-afternoon and 
we were exhausted, having been without water since early morning.  Suddenly Percy Barr 
appeared from behind a big spruce tree with a jug of lemonade.  He had calculated our probable 
location and had navigated successfully.106 

 

1926. Percy Barr complains that the research personnel are not trained sufficiently enough in forest 

science:  

 “During the past three years the writer has been observing the men acting as assistants in 
research work at the station [Barnes, Griffith, and Garman], but is not convinced that any one of 
them is entirely qualified for this position.  Barnes, Griffith, and Garman, all appear promising, 
and of these Garman is probably the best”… For research work the principal draw back with the 
men graduating from the western forest schools is their complete lack of training in silvics and 
the basic sciences of biology.107 

 

 

Causal community interaction: 

- What sorts of casual interactions occurred between the Aleza Lake Experiment Station staff and 

community members? 

 

-Cecil Walker colorfully describes socializing with community girls during 1925 (See Research Staff 

Working Relationships section).  How often did this sort of activity occur? 

                                                 
106 Schmidt, Ralph.  The British Columbia Research Branch History.  Victoria: British Columbia Ministry of 
Forests, 2006. 48. 
107 Barr, Percy.  Northern Interior Forest Experiment Station Progress Report, October 1926. Aleza Lake: 
Not published, 1926.  10-11. 
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-Ethelwynne Mac Arthur was born at Aleza Lake in 1917-1924.  She mentions the names of Braham 

Griffith and Ray Sansom in her memoir The Way it Was, signifying that she had known them.  

However, she does not say much about the towns people’s relationships with the research staff in 

either her published memoir or her Upper Fraser Project Interview.  Mac Arthur does say that the 

character of the community during the 1920s was “very friendly out there.  We had a dance almost 

every Saturday night. My Dad built a dancehall and we had dances. And in fact, he built two. He built 

the hotel and the upper floor was ... one part of the upper floor of the hotel was a dance floor. And then 

it burned down. And there was a beer parlor in there too”.108 Considering that during this period the staff 

at the experiment station was comprised of young men living in close proximity to Aleza Lake, it seems 

likely that they would have attended these sorts of local functions or services at times.  Members of the 

research staff would have probably done other community related activities as well, like shop at Aleza 

Lake’s general store, perhaps played baseball in town, or maybe attended the occasional sermon.  

Unfortunately, it is difficult to find documentation regarding these activities. 

 

-The researchers and assistants seem to have taken their days off on Sundays, which was also 

customary for local peoples.109   

 

-Economic disparity between the researchers and an average mill/forest worker doesn’t appear to have 

been substantial.  In fact many of the forest laborers probably made a lot more money than the 

researchers.   Was this a factor in community interactions? 

 

 

                                                 
108 Upper Fraser Project Interview 75. 6. 
109 Aleza Lake Experiment Station 1933 Correspondence Binder (Pay Roll). 
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Community perceptions of Research Staff/Station: 

Primary materials concerning community perceptions of the research staff/station for this period are 

very sparse.  It is possible that (generally) the local peoples thought of the Research Personnel as a 

somewhat separate society, considering that many of Research Staff educated professionals whose 

tenure at research facilities often seasonal and usually only lasted few years at most.  The few existing 

local accounts from the Upper Fraser Interviews concerning the functioning’s of the Forest Service and 

the research facilities tend to be neutral in tone, and their impressions of the research staff are not 

indicated.  Perhaps this suggests that townspeople didn’t have much to do with many of the 

researchers.   

 

However, according to a variety of sources the East Line was a diverse place that was largely 

comprised of relative newcomers.  The people in this dynamic region came from a variety of different 

nationalities, backgrounds, and ethnicities.  As well, although the researchers were well educated, most 

of them came from modest working class backgrounds.  Many of the forest scientists were also war 

veterans, similar to the local residence.  Considering all of this, it is difficult to make assumptions as to 

how residence interpreted the station and staff. Further research into this area of study, particularly 

through oral Interviews, is definitely needed. 

 

In 1928 there were a total of 33 Forest Branch personnel stationed in the Prince George Forest District, 

14 of whom were forest rangers and assistant rangers110 that “our staff is very limited in comparison 

with other government services governing adjacent areas”.111  The following passage is from a letter by 

former Prince George District Forester C.D. Orchard.  The content of this passage is not associated 

with the Aleza Lake Research Station, but this letter does demonstrate that some East Line business 

                                                 
110 1928  British Columbia Forest Branch Annual. 3. 
111 1926 British Columbia Forest Branch Annual. 7. 
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people may have been at odds with the authority of the British Columbia Forest Branch, who were still a 

relatively small regulatory body in 1928:  

“We have another bit of [lumber cutting] trespass on our hands, Willow River Lumber Co.  (Etter 
and McDougall) involving perhaps half a million.  Report with all details gone forward.  Jack 
McDougall is business head of the firm.  Jack McDougall’s father, no longer actively interested 
in business, is a conservative of the old school.  He makes no bones about telling any Civil 
Servant that he has his job through pull, that it will only last as long as the government lasts, 
and to make the most of it while he may.  He is also firmly convinced that all the evils of 
business is heir to are the fault of a rotten Liberal Government too long in power.  How much of 
that Jack has imbibed I have no idea.  He never makes any reference to any such topics.  I 
have the impression though that it would not hurt him a bit to put something over, not nearly so 
much for the value of the timber he got, as the kick he would get of doing it.  I think this trespass 
is deliberate but we have nothing whatever to indicate the fact…”112 

 

How were the research staff generally perceived by local people?  They were government agent’s, 

which may or may not have garnered respect and status.  Harry Coates asserts that foresters were 

generally very highly regarded by the Aleza Lake people in the 1950’s-60.  Contrary to this, Jeff 

Lalande has established that the superhero like status that the Forest Ranger enjoyed in the United 

States throughout the 1950s and 1960s was cultivated overtime, largely through the conscious efforts 

of the U.S. Forest Service. In contrast, Lalande argues that US forest rangers had actually been quite 

unpopular during the early twentieth century.  Did the same sort of evolution of status occur for the 

Canadian Forest Branch?.113 

 

1927 Logging Forman H.R. Samson notes that the men doing winter logging at the Aleza Lake Reserve 

did not work as hard as they would have for a private contractor because they were under the 

impression that “men doing government work need not exert themselves”.114  

 

                                                 
112 Tie Hackers to Timber Harvesters. 105. 
113 Lalande, Jeff. The “Forest Ranger” in Popular Fiction: 1910-2000.  Forest History Today.  (Durham: 
Spring/Fall 2003.) 
114 Sansom, H.R. Recommendations for future work (handwritten letter). 1927 Aleza Lake Experiment 
Station correspondence binder. 
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Ethelwynne MacArthur says that the Forest Branch spent a great deal of time and money trying to 

educate the public about the importance of forest conservation.  One of the ways that this was done 

was through traveling educational films housed in trains, which would pass through Aleza Lake in the 

fall.  Mac Arthur says that these films were designed to educate children about the value of forests.115  

Did this help instill favorable views of the Forest Branch in minds of local peoples? 

 

In 1932 the unused buildings at the research station were being broken into by local intruders.  The 

District Forester recommended that a resident caretaker be found to watch over and maintain the 

property.116 

 

 

 Local Employees at the Aleza Lake Experiment Station 1924-1935: 

One of the problems with tracking local employees is that many of the laborers who claimed Aleza Lake 

PO addresses and worked at the Aleza Lake Research Station were probably transient or seasonal 

workers.  For example, in 1927 Logging Foreman H.R. Sansom expresses slight dissatisfaction in his 

end of season logging report because they’d had difficultly attracting skilled sawyers due to the low 

wages offered (47.5 cents per hour).  These wages did not entice skilled men because there was better 

paying work around.  Before logging started, Sansom had anticipated that the research station would 

be able to draw experienced Bushmen from around the district who came off of fire duty at the end of 

the summer.  However, this did not occur, and the research staff had to hire men who didn’t have 

sawying experience.  Hypothetically speaking, it seems probable that well established workers would 

have taken higher paying jobs in the region, leaving the lesser paying jobs to inexperienced 

newcomers.   
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Local Employees: 

A lot of documentation exists regarding the names and locations of hired labor between 1924-1926.  

Unfortunately, due to time constraints, I’m unable to gather a comprehensive list of these personnel.  

However, Percy Barr notes that during the 1926 field season “temporary day laborers were hired locally 

as required”.117  Ralph Schmitt has also said that “local resident were involved in the preparation of the 

Aleza Lake campsite, cabin building and road construction in 1925 and 1926”.118 

 

-Gerlitzki, J. 1925.  Assisted in building the campsite, cabins, and road construction.   

-Herbert Sansom.  Station foreman 1925-1927.  1927-1930 lived in a cabin at the Experiment Station 

with his wife and child.  Had lived in the Upper Fraser region 5 years prior to his appointment at Aleza 

Lake. 

-Appointment from May 1st.  Name: Eugene Schmolke.  Position: Axe Man. Address: Aleza Lake 

-Appointment from May 1st 1928.  Name: John A. Freeborn.   Position: Cook.  Address: Prince George. 

-Appointment from 19th, July 1928.  Name:  John Miller.  Position:  Parker?   

-Alex McDowell.  A laborer who was retained at the station at the start of the depression (1932) who 

performed general maintenance.  In October 1932 District Forester E.E. Gregg ordered that McDowell 

be laid off in October of 1932, in order to save funds. 

-J.K. Frost.  Aleza Lake Ranger.  Assisted in building maintenance and watch during the winter months 

(1932-?)119 

 

- Gordon Hak notes the annual logging shortage: “The demand for bush workers was greatest in the fall 

of each year, and to satisfy this demand logging operators supplemented the small local labor force by 

                                                 
117 Barr. Progress Report. 3. 
118 Schmidt. The History of the Aleza Lake Experiment Station.  2. 
119 Employment info came from Pay Sheets.  1927 correspondence binder. 
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hiring workers from the prairie provinces, largely drawn from the mass of immigrants who had entered 

Canada from central Europe in the years from 1896-1930”.120 

 

-Regional tradesmen assisted in various construction activities, from house building, to things like 

maintenance, and table building.121  

 

Provincial Residents: 

1) Employment Provided: 

-Appointment Dated from May 28th, 1928.  Name: Charles H. Ruttam.  P.O. Address: Victoria, B.C. 

-Appointment Dated from May 15th, 1928.  Name:  Jack Allen.  P.O. Address: Prince Rupert, B.C.  

-Believe that Logging Foreman H.R. Samson came from Victoria, B.C. 

-Wilson. C   (Sawyer—either fell or bucked trees or both) 

-Phillips. Fred (Decker—piled lumber) 

-Gardner.  E  (Swamper—cleared undergrowth for the skidding of trees) 

-Brailsford.  J  (Sawyer) 

-Mac Donnel.  A  (Slash—slash piler, burner) 

-Davidson.  R. (Slash disposal).122 

 

 

Aleza Lake Experiment Station Wages: 

 

-1928.  Aleza Lake offers 45.7 cent’s an hour to sawyer’s. 

-1928.  Aleza Lake forester in-charge Braham Griffith received a salary of 150 dollars a month in (1928 

notes)—this is a similar pay scale to a well paid sawyer or logging foreman (Berghstrom). 

                                                 
120 Hak. The Socialist and Laborist Impulse in Small-Town British Columbia. 
121 Percy Barr Letter to District Forester April 1, 1928.  1928 Correspondence Binder. 
122 Info from 1928 correspondence binder. 
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-1928.  Camp cook John A. Freeborn received a salary of $100 a month or $3.075 a day (1928 records 

binder). 

-1928.  Axeman Eugene Schmolke received a salary of $80 per month or $3.075 a day (1928 records 

binder). 

- June 1928 payroll and interviews indicates that the research staff were paid salary for thirty days of 

work at a set monthly rate, while laborers were paid on an hourly basis. (1928 correspondence 

Government of British Columbia Pay Lists, Cedric Walker Interview, Research Branch History).123 

 

 

Aleza Lake Research Station and Local Timber Economy Interactions: 

 

1924-1926. Limited road networks within the experimental forest made transporting logs difficult.  A 

main road was built from the research station to the Upper Fraser road, this was the only formal “road” 

within the research forest.  As a result, it was difficult for the logging operations at the Experiment 

Station to transport raw logs over great distances.  Hence, most logging occurred near the northern end 

of the reserve, which allowed the easiest and shortest log hauling access to the mills along Aleza Lake.   

 

1926. One of the main research aims was to show that a sustained yield management model would not 

ensure continuous harvests.  But the sustained yield management techniques being developed were 

also intended to be applied to existing operations, without damaging their profit margins.  The Research 

Station, however, was a not for profit organization, and revenue generated from log sales was reapplied 

to the costs of operations.124    

 

                                                 
123 Info from 1928 correspondence binder. 
124 1926 Northern Interior Experiment Station Progress Report. 12. 
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1926. October.  P.M. Barr advises in his management plan that research personnel avoid logging work 

if possible, saying that logging ought to be contracted out to private operators.  He also says that “it 

does not appear that very satisfactory co-operation can be secured from the local mill at Aleza Lake, 

and that it will be advisable to interest other operators in the district as much as possible.  At the 

present time it is likely that several other mills would buy logs from the Experiment Station, shipping 

them by rail, if they could be placed on the cars at Aleza Lake”.125 

 

-1926/27 winter.  Logging commences as planned and 1 million board feet of lumber is sold to 

Spruceland Mills.126  This is a fairly significant contribution of raw logs to the regional timber economy. 

 

-Oct 29, 1927.  Begin negotiating a contract for less than 1, 000, 000 board feet of timber supplied to 

North Land Spruce mill (Aleza Lake).127  

 

-November 12, 1927.  The research station can’t sell winter logs to Northland Spruce, as intended, 

because Northland Spruce ceases operations.  This begins the long process of attempting to sell logs 

to other regional mills, and reinitiates suggestions to create a spur road that would enable transport to 

other mills thus opening up station to other markets.128 

  

-Summer 1928. Spur road built from main highway into logged portion of reserve for purpose of 

diversifying access to lumber markets.129   

 

                                                 
125 1926 Progress Report. 3. 
126 Schmidt.  History of the Aleza Lake Station. 3. 
127 1927 Correspondence Binder.  

 
128 Ibid. 
129 Ibid. 
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-Oct. 18th, 1928. Letter to district forester C.D. Orchard describes the total board-feet scaled, by 

species, of logged wood at the station in 1927: 

Spruce:  167, 544 F.B.M.  

Balsam:  26, 196  F.B.M. 

Fir: 1, 933 F.B.M.130 

 

-1928.  Logs sold to S.B. Trick and Sons sawmill on Hansard Lake.131 

 

-1928.  The winter logging operations had folded after logging only 1/5 of prescribed annual cut.132   

 

1928.  Sustained yield cutting (central aspect of Aleza’s research mission) abandoned as result of 

unavailable markets for timber, onset of depression.  As a result, British Columbia Forest Branch’s 

Research Division must fund Aleza research after 1927.133 

 

- Bought land off of farmers in order to expand the reserve.  When? 

 

-1929-1930.  “logging resumed [on the reserve] but weakened market conditions brought about by the 

depression limited the cut to 453 cubic meters and caused the complete abandonment of the plan to 

demonstrate sustained yield” At the Aleza Lake Research Forest.134 

 

 Local Service Economy Interactions 

This topic needs to be more thoroughly researched. 

                                                 
130 Ibid. 
131 Revel. Devil’s Club, Black Flies, and Snowshoes. 8. 
132 Schmidt.  The History of the Aleza Lake Experiment Station. 3 
133 Ibid. 
134  Schmidt.  Research Branch History. 45. 
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- Where’d the research station buy its food from?   Seems as though they might have bought staples 

from local individuals (1928 payroll).   

- A local plumber is sent out from Prince George July 4th 1928 to give an estimate on plumbing work. 

- Invoices for Burns & Company and Leith Hardware 

- Local tradesmen assisted in various construction services, from house building, to things like 

maintenance repair and table building.135 

 

 

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway/ Canadian National and Experiment Station Interactions. 

-1925. Canadian Pacific Railway lends the research station volume table measurements, so that the 

research staff could use data to create their own temporary volume tables.  “The field measurements of 

approximately 10, 000 trees, very kindly loaned to us by the Canadian Pacific Railway, were checked 

over by P.M. Barr during the winter of 1925-1926, and some 9, 500 approved for inclusion with our 

records.136”  

 

- Oct 21, 26, 1927 Correspondence.  Negotiate contract for private spur crossing of R.R. Track with 

Grand Trunk Pacific railway, which didn’t go through.137 

 

 

Research Station Budget:  

From 1926 to 1930 the average annual research budget for Aleza Lake, over and above 
salaries, was $11,400.  

                                                 
135  Barr. Letter to District Forester April 1, 1928.  1928 Correspondence Binder. 

 
136 Barr. 1926 Progress Report. 3. 
137  Oct, 31st 1927 Correspondence.  1927-28 Correspondence Binder.   
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In 1931 the budget was $2,700; in 1932, $1,900; in 1933, $125; and in 1934, $110 (and this was 
probably spent on boarding up the windows)”.138  

     “1936, Young Men’s Forestry Training Program results in 11000 dollar budget for all facilities 
within Province”.139 

 

 

Ranger Training: 

-October 1925.  Barr and Ernest Manning hold a training school at reserve for rangers of Prince Rupert 

and Fort George Forest district. 

 

-1926-1930.  Ranger training occurred every fall.  

 

-1928.  The training capacity for training qualified rangers is noted by the Chief Forester in 1928 Forest 

Branch Annual: “The application of regulation at Aleza Lake would provide us with an ideal 

demonstration area, which would be of great educational value in a region which is essentially a forest 

community.  The history of other experiment stations suggests most strongly the advisability of this 

stop”.140 

 

There may be information about the ranger school activities in the MoF regional archival materials.   

 

3) The Young Men’s Training Program. 

 

1932-1936. During the depression Priminister R.B. Bennet’s government started a nationwide “relief 

camp” initiative.  The relief camps were created to provide work for the masses of unemployed transient 

                                                 
138 Schmidt.  History of Aleza Lake Experiment Station. 4. 
139 Rajala.  A Political Football: Federal-Provincial Cooperation in British Columbia Forests, 1930-1995. 

(Forest History Today. Spring/Fall 2003.) 3. 
140 Barr.  1926 Progress Report. 9. 
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men in the nation’s cities.  However, most of these camps were said to have poor working conditions, 

harsh discipline, and low wages.  These factors culminated in a general strike against the camps in 

most provinces, which ultimately lead to the closure of the federal relief camp scheme in 1936.141  

However, a provincial relief camp initiative in British Columbia worked far better.  The Young 

Men’s Forestry Training Plan (aged 21-25) gave participants comparatively decent wages and useful 

basic forest ranger training.  Much of the training occurred at underused research facilities like the 

Aleza Lake Experiment Station.  The success of the Young Men’s Forestry Training program through 

the depression lead to a joint federal/provincial partnership and increases in provincial funding--from 

80, 000 dollars in 1936, to 135, 000 dollars in 1938.142  The success of the YMFTP in British Columbia 

led to a federal nationwide mimic, The National Forestry Program (1939) (1, 000, 000 dollars funding).  

Five thousand young men were employed by this program in 1939.143  

 

 The Young Men’s Training Program played an important role in the maintenance and expansion of the 

Aleza Lake Experiment Station’s facilities throughout the depression era: 

“Under H.C. Kinghorn’s supervision, a power plant was installed and all camp buildings were provided 

with electricity. A reliable water supply system was developed for daily camp requirements and fire 

protection. Several new service buildings were built and older buildings were provided with more 

permanent foundations. All buildings were painted and given minor repairs where needed. The main 

road was improved, cribbing and culverts were installed where needed, and a network of trails was 

constructed throughout the forest.  Unfortunately, the infusion of all this money had little impact upon 

forest research at Aleza Lake. It is significant that the research residence remained boarded up during 

this period”.144 

                                                 
141 Rajala. A Political Football. 2-6.   
142 Rajala. A Political Football. 2-6. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Schmidt. The History of the Aleza Lake Experiment Station. 5. 
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The Young Men’s Forestry Training Program also performed forest inventories, and created an 

extensive trail network within the reserve. 

It is alleged that the young men attending these camps hated being there because they felt as though 

they were “charity cases”. 

The Young Men’s Forestry Training Camps probably gave many young forest rangers their start.  Did 

any of them work in the Aleza District after they were trained? 

 

 

 

4) Imperial Stakeholders: American and British influences in 

Modern Canadian Forestry. 

 

American: 

In Forests and National Security Joshua A. West argues that a growing sense of conservationism is 

America lead to the formation of US forest service and national forest policies:  “The first step toward 

the creation of the U.S. Forest Service came in 1876, in response to the perceived threat of “timber 

famine” which endangered what was in fact a crucial natural resource for the U.S. Economy”145.  

However, according to West, the widespread implementation of European sustained yield policy in 

American forestry would only occur after World War I, when an assured domestic timber supply 

became regarded as vital to national security. 

 

                                                 
145 West, Joshua A.  Forests and National Security:  British and American Forestry Policy in the Wake of 

World War.  Environmental History.  April 2003. (8) 2. 10. 
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 During the First World War an American forestry corps was stationed in France.  American foresters 

were said to have marveled at the excellent regenerated wood supply that sustained yield methods had 

provided for the French.  According to West, this experience directly caused the widespread 

implementation of a European style sustained yield forest management system in the United States.  

French sustained yield systems emphasized preventing injury to saplings, minimizing waste, restricted 

cuttings, long term sustained yield production.146  

 

 “James Toumey, director of the influential Yale Forest School, was among those who saw the war 

experience as offering critical lessons for America in 1919: “It was generally known prior to the war that 

forests are essential as a material basis for industry.  The last few years have shown us that they are 

indispensable in times of national strife…With their disappearance are we to lose this important asset in 

times of peace and indispensable in times of war, or are we going to keep our forest intact through 

conservation”?147   

 

 A few of the first researchers at Aleza Lake were trained at the Yale School of Forestry.  Percy Barr 

divided his time between training at Yale and working for the British Columbia Forest Service 1927-

1930.  It is significant that Barr chose Yale. The roots of modern American professional forestry were 

established at Yale by Gifford Pinchot and Henry S. Graves in 1900, and in 1927 the Yale school of 

forestry was widely considered to be the finest forestry school in North America.   

 

In the United States, the post WW I experience lead to the implementation of European style sustained 

yield management, and also, a new emphasis on forest research.  For example, a research station was 

established at Wind River Washington in 1908.148  The Aleza Lake Research Forest, as it has been 

                                                 
146 Forests and National Security.  13. 
147  Forests and National Security, 15. 
148 Herring, Margaret and Sarah Greene.  Forests of Time:  Research at the Wind River Experimental 

Forest 1908-1919.  Forest History Today. Spring/Fall 2001.  
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mentioned earlier, was also modeled after the new American research forests sustained yield initiative.   

“The object of forest research in the Northern Interior of the Province is to secure information which will 

enable us to manage the forests of that region so that their productivity will be maintained or increased 

after logging, that valuable growth may be established and brought to the most maturity at the least 

expense, and that waste in the forest through the agencies of fire, insects, decay, and improper 

utilization may be reduced to a minimum”.149 

 

Bob St. Clair was an American forester who joined the Forest Branch in 1918.  In 1923 St. Clair wrote a 

“four-page article stressing the need for a strong research program head-quartered in Victoria.  St. Clair 

recommended that the actions of U.S.  Forest Service be emulated by establishing forest experiment 

stations in each of the principle forest regions”.150 

 

 

British Factors: 

 

British Imperial interests in Canada’s forests reflected those of the Americans following the First World 

War.  The British had experienced a traumatic shortage of domestic timber during the war, and they 

had become reliant upon wood imports by 1919.  Similar to the Americans, the British set about 

creating sustainable timber policies after the war.151  Considering this context, it is not unusual that the 

British would also be interested in securing the production of merchantable timber from their colonial 

forests, which is evidenced by the British Empire Forestry Conference that was held in Victoria in 1923: 

“The conference emphasized the assurance of the Empire of an assured wood supply…In view of the 

great importance to the Empire as a whole, as well as to each of its component parts of producing a 

sustained yield of all classes of timber…each of the Governments of the Empire should lay down a 

                                                 
1491926 Progress Report. 1. 
150 Schmidt.  Research Branch History. 42. 
151 Forests and National Security. 2-6. 
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definite forest policy to be administrated by a properly constituted and adequate Forest Service”.152 The 

Aleza Lake Research Station was inaugurated one year after this conference was held,  hence the 

inception of the Research Forest of might have been directly associated with British colonial interests 

as well. 

 

Canadian independence from British authority evolved slowly. In 1867 Canada became a self 

governing Dominion of the British Empire, however, Queen Elizabeth still exercised “Executive 

authority of and over Canada is declared to continue and be vested in the Queen”.  Canada would not 

obtain full legislative autonomy from the crown until 1931.  Hence the development of British 

Columbia’s forest economy during this period might best be realized from a colonial perspective, as 

well as from that of developing nationalism/ regionalism.  

 

Percy Barr had been in the Canadian Services during the First World War: “It is somewhat surprising 

that Barr was given so much responsibility immediately upon graduation [to manage the research 

station]. However, Barr had demonstrated leadership talent at an early age. He had joined the 

Canadian Infantry in 1915 at the age of 18 and at the end of the war he emerged as an officer in the 

Royal Flying Corps”.153 

 

 

                                                 
152 1923. Forest Branch Annual. 1.   
153 Schmidt.  History of Aleza Lake Experiment Station.  3. 
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Extra-Organizational Interactions at Aleza Lake Experiment 

Station: 

 

1927.  University of British Columbia (Department of Botany), collaboration summer.  UBC department 

of forestry not created yet.  Professor Frank Dickson conducts research into “A Study of Hear-Rot in the 

Amabilis Fir (Abies Amabilis)” for purposes of identifying whether-or-not balsam could be easily 

regenerated, and also determine average rot in order to figure out if it worth while managing as a 

merchantable timber source.   

 

Dominion Forest Service activities at Aleza Lake are largely unknown throughout this period.  The 

Dominion Forest Service, or CFS, performed a variety of etomological experiments during the 1950s 

and 1960s.  

 

A Dominion forestry team came out to look at the station facilities (winter 1931) in hopes of conducting 

joint research at the station. 

 

Foreign Scientific Exchange (German/Scandinavian Silviculture, etc).  Little known during this period.   
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1) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

   

The Aleza Lake Research Forest is situated in a predominantly spruce-balsam forest type 

found approximately sixty kilometers northeast of Prince George.  Established in 1926, Aleza is 

the oldest Experimental Forest in British Columbia.  Over the past eighty four years research at 

Aleza has often been interrupted by facility closures and work stoppages, which have primarily 

occurred due to funding constrains.  The Research Station’s most lengthy closure happened 

between 1963 and 1992.  During this period much of the data that had been compiled at Aleza 

was disbanded from its original holdings and became scattered in various archives, or lost.  One 

of goals of the current ALRF administration (2007) is to reclaim this fragmented research history 

in order to have a better understanding of what occurred at the reserve, and how such 

information might benefit contemporary research.       

The Aleza Lake Research Forest Historical Project has succeeded in patching many of 

the holes in the Research Station’s past.  A survey of a variety of resources has yielded a wide-

range of historical evidence, which has been organized into a comprehensive archive.  In turn, 

the creation of an archive has established a solid basis for multi-disciplinary studies in the future.  

Over course of this internship much consideration has gone into which historical materials have 

needed to be gathered, how the Aleza Lake Research Forest’s unique history might be applied to 

future projects, and which areas are in need of continued investigation.   

  

 



2)  OVERVIEW OF PROJET OBJECTIVES 

The objectives for the Natural Resource History Internship were listed as follows:  “The 

main duties of the position will be to implement a project aimed at conducting archival research 

and interviews on the history of the Aleza Lake Experiment Station.”   

 

3) SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

Work Accomplished (from Newsletter) 

Most of the time spent on this project has been dedicated to finding and copying primary 

source materials for ALRF files.  So far the majority of gathered materials have been used for 

purposes of archiving and database entry.  The ALRF is a member of the British Columbia 

Research Forests electronic database, a program that categorizes both contemporary research and 

retroactive experimental projects in a format that is easily accessible to the public.  Each 

electronic record outlines the major attributes of a particular experiment, such as the project’s 

object, design, and conclusion.  Most entries also include information pertaining to when projects 

began, where projects were located within the forest, and who initiated each project. In many 

cases a variety of sources had to be found in order to create a complete record for individual 

projects.  To date, over fifty retroactive ALRF experiments have been recovered from various 

sources and recorded in the BCRF database.  The physical documentation corresponding to each 

entry (related maps, correspondence, final reports, or timber sale activity) is currently filed at the 

Aleza Lake Research Forest’s office.  However, all primary source materials will eventually be 

archived at the University of Northern British Columbia. 



 Information for the Electronic Database and Archiving Project has been recovered from a 

variety of places. Large quantities of copied primary materials have recently been collected from 

the British Columbia Royal Museum, the Forest Service Library, and the Pacific Forestry Center 

(CFS).  Interviews conducted with retired ALRF employees Harry Coates and John Revel have 

also offered helpful first-hand accounts of past events at the station. As well, the Prince George 

Ministry of Forest’s Regional Office is graciously providing us with full access to their large 

collection of original ALRF files. We are in the process of securing a joint agreement between 

the British Columbia Forest Service and the Aleza Lake Research Forest, which would allow the 

UNBC Archives and Special Collections to house this important compilation in its entirety.  

Lynn Parent is the Freedom of Information officer at the Prince George Forest Service Regional 

District Office; she is in contact with the committee who is responsible for making a decision 

about the document transfer.  As of December 15 2006, Lynn has not heard back from the 

committee about status of the request. 

Considerable time (November and December, 2006) was also spent on an extensive 

survey of Forest History related materials.  This task was undertaken in an effort to learn more 

about the broader contexts and developments within professional forestry, and also in order to 

explore analytical models that might be applied to the Aleza Lake Research Forest’s history.  

 

4) AREAS IN NEED OF FURTHER RESEARCH. 

 
1)  The interviewing process has been stalled in order to not conflict with future UNBC studies 

into the Upper Fraser Region.  Harry Coates (the former Experiment Station Forest Technician) 

has said that most of the people who use to work at the station have passed away.  However, one 

might be able to find a few former employees by consulting the lists of names found on the 



“High School Summer Employment Plan” attendee list, or perhaps by looking up similar info 

from the “Aleza Lake Young Men’s Forestry Training Program”.  There is a good possibility that 

a few of these ‘young’ Aleza alumni might still be alive, and it would be useful to gather their 

stories.  The process of beginning to find some of these remaining employees will begin to occur 

in January 2007 (permission granted).   

 

2)  An analysis of the Upper Fraser Project’s databases would probably benefit the Research 

Forest’s history.  Greg Halseth and Debra Straussfogel help coordinate the Upper Fraser 

Historical Geography project, and they have agreed to allow the ALRF to have full access the 

Upper Fraser Project’s archives.  Further developments concerning the Upper Fraser Project will 

occur in January of 2007. 

 

3)  Some research could be done into the Trick Mill.  Located at the north-west corner of the 

Research Station, the Trick Mill was the principle timber buyer and logging operator at the 

Experimental Station after 1945.  It would be useful to obtain more information about the 

operation of this facility. 

 

4)  Find primary documentation that outlines the earliest conceptualizations of the Aleza Lake 

Research Station.   

 

5)  A query into the Larry de Grace management period.  The ALRF has a general outline of the 

activities that occurred during this era; however, we don’t have much specific data concerning 

research or personnel. 



 

6)  Gather Northwood files.  Records of Northwood’s logging activities on the Reserve are on-

file in the Prince George. Ministry of Forests Regional Office’s ALRF collection.  This 

information could be useful for future projects.  

 

7)  It may be wise to transfer some of the materials that were gathered from the Royal British 

Columbia Museum to the UNBC archives.  

 

8)  The materials acquisitions from the Regional Office seem to have stalled--again.   Looking 

into alternative methods of procuring these documents might be a good idea. 

 

9)  Considerable archival work has been done during this internship.  However, aspects of certain 

collections containing ALRF historical information were not gathered during this research 

period.  Most significantly, parts of the Prince George Ministry of Forests Regional Office 

collection were not copied--particularly materials that dated after 1963.  As well, only a limited 

selection of the Royal British Columbia Museum’s collection was copied.  In particular, many of 

the un-copied GR-O958 files contain useful data.  Finally, the Canadian Forest Service 

performed extensive entomological work at the Experiment Station, but details of this work are 

sketchy and difficult to find.    

 

5) POTENTIAL RESEARCH PROJECTS 

1) Maps from different management eras could be paralleled with detailed explanations of the 

evolution of land management techniques at Aleza Lake.  A series of six or seven maps (1926-



2006) might be the basis for a presentation.  Each map could then coincide with an explanation 

of how the management style/ silvicultural/ logging practices had evolved for that particular era, 

and how these changes were reflected through the changing maps.  This model of presentation is 

inspired by the work of William Tufte, who is renowned for his criticisms of charted data.    

For example, there are obvious contrasts between charts from the Percy Barr era when 

compared with maps that were created during Larry de Grace and Tim Decie’s respective 

tenures.  Barr’s maps could be useful for demonstrating landmark experiments, initial 

developments, and the challenges that hampered development.  Maps from following decades 

differ greatly from those of early twenties due to the sheer volume of progress that occurred at 

Aleza.   

In the 1950’s and early 60’s, PSYU management techniques are reflected by the division 

of the reserve into “working circles”, while the growing number of Timbersales, silvicultural 

experiments, and road additions are also evident. This could be contrasted again with Mike Jull’s 

1992 Working Plan Map, which layers historical data with then-contemporary administrative 

devices such as land management compartments and natural forest reserves—additions that 

reflected the integrated resource management techniques of the day.  Similarly, the 2005 

working plan once again revamps the Research Forest’s topography into “management units”, 

which again display an evolution in stewardship methods.  I think that mobilizing these visual 

models would promote a historical overview in an engaging way.   

 

2)  There are interesting links between military culture and forest history that could also relate to 

the Research Station.  Joshua A. West’s Forest and National Security suggests that the 

intensification of research into sustained yield techniques in both the United States and Great 



Britain directly resulted from the timber supply crises that developed during World War One.  

Each nation recognized that well managed national forests were vital to future war efforts 

because international timber trade-routes became disrupted by war.   

Did the same impulse for national defense spark the creation of Aleza?  This is a note-

worthy question because aspects of military culture were linked to Aleza, particularly during the 

early part of the century.  For example, Percy Barr, J.L. Alexander, and T.P. Decie were all WWI 

veterans.  As well, the Young Men’s Forestry Training Program embodied many pseudo-military 

aspects (similar to the Boy Scout Organization).  It is important to remember that early twentieth 

century Canada was in many ways a militarized society, and that military culture was a much 

more prevalent factor in everyday life.  Hence, exploring of this topic might prove fruitful. 

 

3) Some sort of collaboration with The Exploration Place: a historical exhibit. 

 

4) Electronic Time Line of historical events at station added to the Aleza Lake Research Forest 

homepage. 

 

5) Composition of an article for “Forest History” magazine or the British Columbia Forest 

History Society’s newsletter.  

 

6) A concise overview of past and present activities at Aleza Lake Research Forest ought to be 

submitted to Wikipedia. 

 

 



6) APPENDICIES 1 

 

Archives Searched 

 

University Libraries 

-UNBC library catalogue, special collections, online journals and indexes 

-UBC libraries catalogue, special collections, online journals 

-CNC catalogue, periodicals, special collections 

-UVIC catalogue, special collections, online journals 

-SFU  

-University of California Libraries (online) 

-University of Washington Libraries (online) 

 

Museum Archives Searched 

-British Columbia Royal Museum 

-The Exploration Place Prince George 

-Prince George Railway Museum 

 

Forestry Related Archives Searched 

-USDA Forest Service Database 

-Forest History Society (USA) 

-Environmental History Bibliography 

-Forest History Society (Canada) 



-Ministry of Forests Regional Office, Prince George  

-Ministry of Forests Library, Victoria 

-Canadian Forest Service Library, Victoria (Pacific Center) 

-Canadian Forest Service Website 

 

Miscellaneous Archives Searched  

-Prince George Oral History Group 

-Prince George Family History Society 

-Prince George Public Library 

-Archives Canada 

-Upper Fraser Geographical History Project (UNBC) 

-Harry Coates’ Private Collection 

 

Indexes and Databases 

-Agricola 

-Forest Science Database 

-Social Sciences in Forestry 

-Environmental History Bibliography 

 

Online Journal Portals 

-EBSCO Research 

-Treecd 

-Proquest 



-Nature Journals Online 

 

Journal Archives Reviewed 

-Canadian Journal of Forest Research 

-Forest History 

-Environmental History 

-British Columbia Forest Service Research Branch Annual Reports  

-Canadian Historical Review 

-Western Lumberman 

-Environment and History 

-British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports 

-Empire Forestry 

-The Forestry Chronicle 

 

Newspapers 

-Prince George Citizen 

-The Vancouver Sun 

-The Province 

 

 

 

 

 



7) APPENDICE 2 

 

Bibliography of Aleza-Related Reports Currently On-File at the ALRF 

 

Working Plans 

-de Grace, Larry.  (1950)  A Preliminary Working Plan for the Aleza Lake Experimental Forest.  

Prince George:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

-Decie, T.P.  (1957). Working Plan for Forest Experiment Reserve Aleza Lake.  Prince George:  

British Columbia Forest Service. 

-Jull, Mike.  (1992).  Management and Working Plan #1: Aleza Lake Research Forest.  Prince 

George:  British Columbia Forest Service.       

-Jull, Mike, Melanie Karjala, Staffan Lindgren, Greg Rawling. (2005). Management Plan #2:  

Aleza Lake Research Forest.  Prince George:  Unpublished. 

 

Publications 

A.E. Prochnau. (1963). Direct Seeding Experiments with White Spruce, Alpine Fir, Douglas Fir, 

and Lodgepole Pine in the Central Interior of British Columbia. Research Notes. Victoria: 

British Columbia Forest Service. 

A.E. Prochnau. (1958). Factors Affecting the Reproduction of Conifers in the Spruce-Alpine Fir 

Types.  Forest Research Review. Victoria:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

Alexander, J.L. (1945).  A Fifteen Year History of the Virgin Spruce-Balsam Type at The Aleza 

Lake Research Forest and Suggestions for Management.  Victoria:  Forest Service, 

Silviculture Branch. 



Anon. (?).  Aleza Lake Experiment Station and Suggestions for Management.  Victoria: Forest 

Service, Silviculture Branch. 

(Anon.)  Annual Report: Forest Experiment Station Aleza Lake (1958-1959).  (Publishing 

Unknown): British Columbia Forest Service. 

(Anon).  Report:  Aleza Lake Forest Experiment Station 1959-1960.  (Unknown): British 

Columbia Forest Service.   

Assorted Authors. (1926-1963). British Columbia Forest Service Annual Reports.  Victoria:  

British Columbia forest Service. 

Arlidge, J.W.C. (1957). Stand-condition Classification for Spruce-Alpine Fir Stands.  Forest 

Research Review. Victoria:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

Arlidge, J.W.C.  (1966).  The Durability of Scarified Seedbeds for Spruce Regeneration.  Prince 

George: Research Division, B.C. Forest Service. 

Arlidge, J.C.W. (1952). Ecological Investigations in the Spruce-Alpine Fir Type.  Forest 

Research Review.  Victoria:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

Barnes, G. H. (1926). The Development of Uneven-aged Stands of Engelmann Spruce and 

Probable Development of Residual Stands After Logging.  The Forestry Chronicle.  

Ottawa: Canadian Institute of Forestry.  13:3.   

Barr, P.M. (1930). The Effect of Soil Moisture on the Establishment of Spruce Reproduction in 

British Columbia. Yale University School of Forestry Bulletin New Haven: Yale 

University. Bulletin No. 26.  

Braham G. Griffith. (1926). Experimental Plot #120 A study of Growth and Reproduction After 

Logging in the Spruce-Balsam Forests of the Northern Interior. Victoria:  British 

Columbia Forest Service. 



Decie, T.P. (1956).  Plantation Trials in the Central Interior.  Victoria: Forest Research Review 

(BCFS). 

Decie, T.P.  (1959). Regeneration on Scarified Areas.  Forest Research Review British Columbia 

Forest Service. 

Decie, T.P. (1956) Comparative Study of Scarification Equipment.  Prince George:  

Unpublished. 

Decie, T.P. and A.R. Fraser. 1960. Miscellaneous Notes on Scarification Trials, Prince George 

Forest District, 1956 to 1959. Research Notes. British Columbia Forest Service. 36.  

Decie, T.P. (1961). Planting White Spruce Throughout the Growing Season.  Forestry Research 

Review.  Victoria:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

deGrace, L.A. (1950). Tree Length Skidding and its Influence on Residual Forest Stands in the 

Fort George District. Prince George: British Columbia Forest Service, Research 

Division.  

deGrace, L.A., and E.W. Robinson and J.H.G. Smith. (1952). Marking of Spruce in the Fort 

George Forest District.  Victoria: British Columbia Forest Service Report, Research 

Division. 

Dickson, Frank. (1927). A Study of Heart-Rot in Amabilis Fir in the Upper Fraser Region. UBC:  

Department of Botany. 

Els, Slavoj. (1965). Development of White Spruce and Alpine Fir Seedlings on Cut-Over Areas 

in the Central Interior of British Columbia.  The Forestry Chronicle.  Ottawa: Canadian 

Institute of Forestry.  41 (4). 

Garman, E.H.  (1929). Natural Reproduction Following Fires in Central British Columbia.  The 

Forestry Chronicle.   Ottawa:  Canadian Institute of Forestry.  5 (4). 



Griffith, B.G. and G.H. Barnes.  (1933).  Growth and Yield of Even-aged Stands of White 

Spruce with a Small Amount of Balsam Fir, Douglas Fir and Birch.  Prince George:  

British Columbia Forest Service. 

Fraser, A.R. and Alexander, J.L. (1949).  The Development of the Spruce-Balsam Type in the 

Aleza Lake Experimental Forest.  Victoria:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

Fraser, A.R and T.P. Decie.  (1954). Appendix for Inclusion in Working Plan of the Aleza Lake 

Forest Dealing with Details of Growth and Yield Sample.  Prince George: British 

Columbia Forest Service. 

Fraser, A.R. (1948). Tree Length Logging as a Silvicultural Problem in the Uneven-Aged 

Spruce-Balsam Type of the Prince George District. Prince George: British Columbia 

Forest Service.  

Kiss, Gyula. (1978). E.P. 670.  Forest Research Review.  Victoria:  British Columbia Forest 

Service. 

McBride, C.F. (1956). Lumber Recovery from Alpine Fir in the Prince George Region of British 

Columbia. Vancouver: Forest Products Laboratories of Canada.  

McKinnon, F.S. (unknown). Spruce Regeneration.  Ottawa:  Canadian Institute of Forestry.     

Pogue, H.M.  (1945). Regeneration and Growth of White Spruce after Logging.  Victoria: 

Department of Lands and Forests British Columbia Forest Service. 

Prochnau, A.E. (1958). Seed Production and Dissemination under Various Stand Conditions in 

the Spruce-Alpine Fir Type. Forest Research Review.  Victoria:  British Columbia Forest 

Service.    

Prochnau, A.E.  (1958). Seed Production of Spruce in in Relation to Climate (Spruce-Alpine Fir 

Type). Forest Research Review.  Victoria: British Columbia Forest Service. 



Parker. A.K. (1958). Decay Associated with Logging Injury to Spruce and Balsam in the Prince 

George District. Vernon: Canadian Department of Agriculture.  

Revel, John. (1968). The Effects of Altitudinal and Latitudinal Displacement of White and 

Engelmann Spruce Providences: Prince George Plantation. Forest Research Review.  

Victoria:  British Columbia Forest Service. 

Revel, John.  (1969). Siviculture in Spruce-Alpine Fir Types in the North Central Interior of 

British Columbia.  Victoria: Research Division, British Columbia Forest Service. 

Revel, John.  (2004). Memories of Frank Hellenius:  Interviewed by John Revel also Present 

Peter Hellenius. Prince George:  Castle Court Reporting Ltd. 

Schmit, Ralph. (2006). An Early History of the Research Branch, British Columbia Ministry of 

Forest and Range. Victoria:  British Columbia Ministry of Forest and Range. 

 

Unpublished Articles 

Anon.  British Columbia Interior Temperature Record 1952-1960 (hand written). 

Anon. (1957?).  The Aleza Lake Experiment Station Project 1957.  Unpublished. 

Arlidge, J.W.C.  (1952). Vegetation Data, Boreal Site Type Studies.  Unpublished preliminary 

report. 

Barr, P.M. 1926. Northern Interior Forest Experiment Station Progress Report October 

1926. British Columbia Forest Service (unpublished).  

Barr, P.M. (1924). Northern Interior Forest Experiment Station Report of Preliminary 

Investigations 1924. British Columbia Forest Service. 

Barr, P.M. (1927). Brush Disposal Report Memo. Department of Lands. 



Decie, T.P.  (1957). Scattered Plantation Trials.  Prince George District.  Prince George: 

Unpublished report (BCFS).   

Jull, Mike. (1990). Aleza Lake Research Forest:  Demonstration and Silvaculture Systems 

Development Plan Proposal (First Draft).  Prince George:  Unpublished. 

Kiss, Gyula. (?).  A Programe for Producing Genetically Improved Seed of Interior Spruces 

(Preliminary Working Plan). 

McKinnon, F.S. (1936).  Future Logging at Aleza Lake.  Prince George?: British Columbia 

Forest Service. 

Revel, John. (2004). Devil’s Club, Black Flies, and Snowshoes:  A History of Aleza Lake 

Experiment Station 1940’s to 1964 (and beyond).  Unpublished.    

Peterson, Everett B.  (1956). Third Year Forestry UBC:  A Study of Coniferous Reproduction by 

Direct Seeding Methods on Various Forest Site Types at Aleza Lake, B.C.  Vancouver:  

Unpublished. 

Taylor, Stewart. (1992?) Experimental Projects Compilation: Prince George Region. British 

Columbia Forest Service (Research Division).  Materials provided courtesy of Mr. Harry 

Coates, British Columbia Forest Service (retired). 

 

Published Non-Aleza Related Forest History Articles On-File. 

West, A. Joshua. (2003). Forests and National Security:  British and American Forestry Policy in 

the Wake of World War I.  Environmental History.  North Carolina:  Forest History 

Society.  8 (2). 



Parminter, John.  (2000).  From Timber to Biodiversity:  The Evolution of British Columbia’s 

Forest Inventory Program.  Forest History Today.  North Carolina:  Forest History 

Society.  Fall Issue. 

Drushka, Ken and Bob Burt.  (2001). The Canadian Forest Service:  Catalyst for the Forest 

Sector.  Forest History Today.  North Carolina:  Forest History Society.  Fall Issue. 

Herring, Margaret and Sara Greene.  (2001). Forest of Time:  Research at the Wind River 

Experimental Forest 1908-1919.  Forest History Today.  North Carolina:  Forest History 

Society.  Fall Issue. 

Rajala, Richard A. (2003).  A Political Football:  Federal-Provincial Cooperation in British 

Columbia Forests, 1930-1995. Forest History Today.  Durham: The Forest History 

Society.  Spring/Fall. 

Coates, Peter.  (2004). Emerging From the Wilderness (or, from Redwoods to Bananas): Recent 

Environmental History in the United States and the Rest of the Americas.    Environment 

and History.  UK:  White Horse Press. 

Ashenmiller, Josh.  (1999). Getting Foresters in the Wood:  Emanuel Fritz and Private Forestry 

in California.  Conference Paper: R& D Investment and Economic Growth in the 20th 

Century, 26-28 March, UC Berkeley. 

 

Off-Site Literature Reviewed/ Suggested Reading List 

(1991). The Aleza Lake Research Forest : "A Rich Past and a Bright Future" provincial colleges 

tour British Columbia. Ministry of Forests. Victoria: Ministry of Forest. 

MacArthur, Ethelwynne. (1983). The Way It Was: a History of Aleza Lake. Prince George: 

Fraser-Fort George Museum Society. 



Suri, Chandler M. (1973). Resource community structure: case study of Upper Fraser Valley : 

Phase 1.  Prince George: Regional District of Fraser-Fort George. 

Walski, Eileen E. (1985). Homemade Memories: A History of Willow River, BC. Steinbach, 

Man: Derkson Printers Ltd. 

Ramsey, Bruce. (1964).  John Giscome's Country. Giscome: Eagle Lake Sawmills Limited. 

 

Off-Site Forest History Literature Reviewed/ Suggested Reading List. 

Angoletti, M and S. Anderson.  (2000).  Methods and Approaches in Forest History.  New York:  

CABI Pub. 

Bernsohn, Ken.  (1981). Cutting Up the North: The History of the Forest Industry in the 

Northern Interior.  Vancouver:  Hancock House. 

Cronon, William.  (1995). Uncommon Ground: Towards Reinventing Nature.  New York:  W.W. 

Norton and Co. 

Drushka, Ken.  (1998). Tie Hackers to Timber Harvesters: The History of Logging in British 

Columbia’s Interior. Madeira Park, BC: Harbor Publishing.  

Drushka, Ken.  (2003). Canada’s Forests: A History.  Montreal:  McGill—Queen’s University 

Press. 

Garner, Joe.  (1991). Never Under the Table:  A Story of British Columbia’s Forests and 

Government Mismanagement.  Nanaimo: Cinnabar Press. 

Forestry Research Advisory Council of Canada.  (1992). Forest research priorities in Canada, 

1992: an overview for the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers.  Ottawa: Government of 

Canada. 

James, N.D.G. (1981). A History of English Forestry.  Oxford: Blackwell. 



Marsh, George Perkins.  (2003).  Man and Nature.  Seattle:  University of Washington Press. 

Pogue Robert Harrison.  (1993). Forests:  The Shadows of Civilization.  Chicago:  University of 

Chicago Press. 

Scott, James. C. (1999). Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human 

Condition Have Failed.  New Haven: Yale University Press. 

Steen, Harold. K. ed.  (1984). History of Sustained Yield Forestry:  a Symposium.  Santa Cruz:  

The Society. 

Williams, Michael. (2002). Deforesting the Earth:  From Prehistory to Global Crisis.  Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press. 

Williams, Michael.  (1992). Americans and Their Forests:  A Historical Geography.  Cambridge:  

University of Cambridge Press. 

 

British Columbia Royal Museum Copied Files On-Site (ALRF) 

Box 2, File 11.  BCRM Call No.  GR-0958.  High School Summer Employment Plan.  1-54. 

Box 2, File 21.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  British Columbia Forest Service Review.   

Box 3, File 47.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Project EP 618.  Cone Production in the Interior of 

British Columbia. 

Box 3, File 7.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Project ME1 1925-1944. 

Box 2, File 14.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Aspen Collection From Norway.  (Found in R. 

Hellenius Project Correspondence Binder). 

Box 2, File 16.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Betula Papyrifera—Dr. W.H.Britian BC Forest 

Service.  (Found in R. Hellenius Project Correspondence Binder). 



Box 2, File 32.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Nursery Project—Plastic Green House.  (Found in 

R. Hellenius Project Correspondence Binder). 

Box 2, File 25.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Nursery Project—Experiment. (Found in R. 

Hellenius Project Correspondence Binder).   

Box 2, File 9.  BCRM Call No. GR-0958.  Youth Forestry Training Program.  (Found in Red 

Duotang). 

Box 2, File 4.  BCRM Call No.  GR-0958.  General Correspondence 1928.  (Found in Green 

Binder). 

Box 2, File 5.  BCRM Call No.  GR-0958.  General Correspondence 1929-1931.  (Found in Blue 

Binder). 

Box 2, File 7.  BCRM Call No.  GR-0958.  General Correspondence 1936-1944.  (Found in 

Green Binder). 

 

CFS Materials Copied Materials On-Site 

Canadian Forest Service Annual Reports 1945-1965.  Selected excerpts.  (Found in CFS file). 

Various Canadian Forest Service/ Aleza Lake related etymological survey documents. (Found in 

CFS File). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8) APPENDICE 3 

British Columbia Research Forests Electronic Database Project Information Gathered and 

Compiled by David Mills.  

 

Project #                                    Project Title 

1924-01 A Preliminary Study of Reproduction in the Spruce-Balsam Type. 

1926-01 A Study of the Factors Affecting Reproduction in the Spruce Balsam Type. E.P.  

1926-02 Reproduction and Growth of Spruce After Cutting by Present Methods. E.P. 117-120. 

1927-01 The Effect of Different Methods of Slash Disposal on Subsequent Reproduction. E.P. 

1926-03 Northern Interior Forest Experiment Station Progress Report October 1926.  

1927-02 A Study of Heart-Rot in Amabilis Fir in the Upper Fraser Region of British Columbia.  

1927-03 Soil Survey Report on Part of Aleza Lake Forest Experimental Station.   

1927-04 Factors Controlling the Establishment of Spruce Reproduction E.P. 135, 136.  

1928-01 Studies of the Factors Controlling Establishment of Spruce Reproduction E.P.  

1930-01 The Effect of Soil Moisture on the Establishment of Spruce Reproduction in British 

Columbia (Publication).  

1933-01 Growth and Yield of Even-aged Stands of White Spruce, with a Small Amount of 

Balsam Fir, Douglas Fir and Birch. E.P. 228.  

1937-01 The Development of Unevenaged Stands of Engelmann Spruce and Probable 

Development of Residual Stands After Logging (Publication).  

1945-01 Regeneration and Growth of White Spruce After Logging (Publication.) E.P. 229, 230. 

1948-01 Tree Length Logging as a Silvicultural Problem in the Uneven-Aged Spruce-Balsam 

Type of the Prince George District. 



1949-01 The Development of the Spruce-Balsam Type in the Aleza Lake Experimental Forest 

(Publication).  

1950-01 Tree Length Skidding and its Influences on Residual Forest Stands in the Fort George 

Forest District (Report).   

1952-01 Marking of Spruce in the Fort George Forest District (Publication).  

1952-02 Vegetation Data, Boreal Site Type Studies (proposal).  

1952-03 Ecological Investigations in the Spruce-Alpine Fir Type. E.P. 373.    

1953-01 The Factors Affecting the Reproduction of Conifers in the Spruce-[Sub] Alpine Fir 

Types.  

1953-02 Report on the Condition of Balsam and the Special Clauses Covering Balsam on T.S. 

X42765.  

1953-03 Seed Production of Spruce in Relation to Its Morphological Characteristics in the 

Spruce [Sub] Alpine-Fir Type.  

1953-04 Measurement of External Damage to Roadside Trees Caused by Tree Length Logging. 

E.P. 422. 

1953-05 Seedfall Study. E.P. 227 

1954-01 Permanent Growth and Yield Plots and Working Plan. E.P. 433   

1954-03 Seed Production of Spruce in Relation to Climate in the Central Interior of British 

Columbia. E.P. 460. 

1954-02 Seed Production and Dispersal under various stand conditions in the Spruce-Alpine Fir 

type. E.P. 458.  

1956-01 Stand-condition Classification for Spruce-Alpine Fir Stands. E.P. 489. 

1956-02 Scattered Plantation Trials. Prince George Forest District. E.P. 442  



1956-03 Planting Trials in the Central Interior. E.P. 502  

1956-04 Regeneration on Scarified Areas. E.P. 524  

1956-05 Comparative Study of Scarification Equipment. E.P. 501  

1956-06 Miscellaneous Notes on Scarification Trials, Prince George District, 1956 to 1959. 

(Publication).   

1958-01 Balsam Logging and Milling Study. 

1958-02 Influences on Time on Effectiveness of Scarified Seed-beds. E.P. 528.       

1959-01 Planting White Spruce at Different Times During the Growing Season. E.P. 505. 

1960-01 Planting White Spruce Throughout the Growing Season. E.P. 573.  

1966-01 The Effects of Altitudinal and Latitudinal Displacement of White and Engelmann 

Spruce Providences: Prince George Plantation. E.P. 646.  

1968-01 Regeneration studies on spruce-balsam type logged over areas treated under five to ten 

seed block reserves.  

1969-01 Silviculture in Spruce-Alpine Fir Types in the North Central Interior of British 

Columbia. E.P. 639.  

1969-02 Regeneration and seedbed studies on pre and post scarified areas during "off" seed years 

in spruce-balsam types.  

1972-01 Aleza Lake Half-sibling progeny trial. E.P. 670.  

   Development of Residual Cut-Over Stands of White Spruce and Balsam Fir E.P. 230    

1953-06 Seed Production of Spruce in Relation to its Morphological Characteristics in the 

Spruce-Alpine Fir Type 

1991-01 Preliminary evaluation of genetic variation of weevil resistance in interior spruce in 

British Columbia.  



1974-01 Effects of various over winter storage treatment on the survival and growth of planting 

stock.  

1963-01 Direct Seeding Experiments with White Spruce, Apline Fir, Douglas Fir, and Lodgepole 

Pine in the Central Interior of British Columbia  

    

8) INTERVEIWS AND TRANSCRIPTIONS 

Harry Coates Interview September 20 2006 (original tape and interview transcription on-file.) 


